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Faculty Votes (01-3- 4)
In Favor :Of Semesters
Revised Curriculum
.
Excludes requirement
For Freshman Studies
BYSAHAII SESI0N3
In the fait of 1SS0, the College
witched their academic calendar
from a semester system to . the
: current quarter system. Thirteen
years later, the administration
a curriculum revision whichEassedicludes the switch from quarters
to semesters, the elimination of the
Freshmen Studies requirement for
--
.
graduation and the addition of an
extra distribution requirement.
William Baird, Vice-Preside- nt of
.Academic Affairs, remarked, "The
- vote (S1-J- 4) was substantially in
'.favor of returning to semesters. I
thins this . indicates the lacuitrst enthusiasm which is an advantage
- in making this kind of change." -
A key factor in the new system Is
the extra time provided for both
students and faculty. Sam Barnett,
Dean of Admissions, explained,
"I've taught and studied under both
- systems. I think the semester sys
,tem provides more time for funds-menta- ls
that are rushed through in
the quarter system. In the humani-
ties, the arts, and the sciences
there would be less tension and
more time1 to work out specific
problems.
.
Baird pointed out, "A quarter is
an incredibly compressed amount
" of time. Many faculty feel what
we're missing is a thorough reflec-
tion of the material. A system
. where we don't meet ' every day
might give more time for reflection
, and to see how the material inter-
relates with the other courses.
He added, "A calendar in which
, the pace is less hectic will encour-
age more informal contact with the
faculty. If the faculty doesn't have
class every-nigh- t, they may be
- more flexible to invite students into
--their homes or chat with them in
. the dorms,"
' . The semester system will require
students to take an average of four
courses per term' with the option of
Jiarticipating in mini -- courses, of-er-edby all the departments, worth
"an eighth, quarter, or half of a
credit. The Junior Independent
, Studies will be one semester (15
weeks) long while the seniors will
be allotted a full academic year.
- "I think semesters will be much
better for LS.," emphasized Bar--,
nett. "Junior LS. will have more
"
. significance, for the students will
- have more time to learn and make
mistakes which, in turn, makes
Senior LS. easfer. My guess is the
faculty win expect a higher level of
" sophistication and quality- - which
- can only benefit the students.:
Rick Swegan, Assistant Dean of
Students remarked, "The switch to
- semesters will decrease the pres-su-re
particularly during. winter
quarter. Winter quarter is a pres-sure-pack- ed
time here-fo- r the
weather is crummy and half the
- students are in some form LS.
" Semesters will minimize the pres
sure since LS wont be due 'til
spring." . - -
The new program will also in-
clude some other chauges within
the curriculum. The Freshmen
Studies requirement for graduation
has been eliminated. However,
freshmen will have the opportunity
to either take a. freshmen seminar
course: or to participate in confer-
ences with six or seven other stu-
dents and an adviser. .
In addition, instead of the grad-
uation requirement of two distribu-
tion and three concentration
courses taken outside the major,
the students must take three
courses in each of the humanities,
natural and social sciences from
two different departments. The
third course most be either a sec-
ond course In one of the two
departments or a course chosen
from a list of approved interdisci-
plinary courses. --
.. Sophomore, Beth Novak acknowl-
edges, "We really can't Judge the
semester system because most-o- f
us have never experienced it. I
wish they weren't switching during
my senior year because it win take
a little time to get the whole U
coordinated so that it's working out
right. Uy schedule is going to be
weird because I will be doing
student teaching and Senior LS. I
Just don't know how that is going to
work."
According to Dean of Faculty.
Vivian Holiday, students irill par-
ticipate in student teaching for the
Continued oa Page 4
Wooster City Council
Approves Resolution
Urging Nuke Freeze
--
' BY BARKY EISENBERG
Expressing a desire for the im-
provement of national security, the
Wooster City Council approved a
resolution calling for a freeze in the
nuclear arms race Monday at last
Monday's meeting. Approximately
73 citizens and students were on
hand to hear the unanimous decis-
ion;- " "' -
- The resolution was sponsored by
Council members John Warner(R), a professor at the College, and
F. . William Whitmore (D). It willjoin the similar city resolutions
across the nation in an attempt to
exert pressure on the Reagan Ad- -
--ministration to place a freeze on
weapons which enhance the arms
race.---
-
.-
-
"-
-
"What does a. small community
council have to say about interna-
tional ' diplomacy? I think it is
important that a council like ours
express its opinion and let Wash-
ington know of our feelings," re-
marked Warner. "This resolution is
trying to say that we need to get
our priorities straight in this coun-
try. This is something that has high
priority." -
- Continued on Page S -
f '
WAStanford, Drushal Distinguished Visiting Professor during the
Spring Quarter, . Addressed "Plato's Attack on the Poets" at the
quarter's opening convocation. rttB7ftodrA.rtutn . -t
Distinguished Professor Speaks
On 'Plato's Attack On The Poets'
BY ROBERT MANNING
Imagine a young man in Athens
at the end of the fifth century, B.C.
during the Dionysian festivals. :
An inspiring poet, he has come to
submit his plays in hope of having
them performed , at the festival
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides
the great figures of classical
Greek drama are by this time
dead, but their plays are yet held in
the highest regard, so that it is the
dream of the aspiring poet to emu-
late them.' This particular would-b-e
poet, however, comes under the
spell of Socrates, who-urg- es his
followers to forsake the way of
fancy and fiction and to pursue
truth, r v -- .Totally converted, the young man
burns bis poems and becomes a
philosopher. , . -
When William 'Bedell Stanford
tells a tale, he does so in gentle,
understated tones, and yet they tell
volumes. Such was the case when
Stanford,, this quarter's Drushsll
Distinguished Visiting Professor
from Trinity College, Ireland, ad-
dressed the topic Plato's Attack on
the Poets at last Wednesday's con-
vocation.
In his lecture, Dr. Stanford ini-
tially concealed Plato's identity, for
it was his contention that Plato's
shift of vocations was symptomatic
of a more profound shift in western
consciousness. If the greatest con-
demnation of poetry Plato could
offer was that poets tell lies, there-
in is reflected the change in the'
values of society from the enjoy-
ment and inspiration of poetry to
the quest for objective, knowable
truth that is the way of Socratic
philosophy.
Over against Plato's and, not
coincidentally, our own culture's
belief in the sacredness of facts.
Professor Stanford maintained the
reality of truth higher than fact a
truth which often takes symbolic
form in such works of literature as
The Aenid, The Divine Commedy,
Paradise Lost and, for those who
have eyes to see and, more impor-
tantly, ears to hear, the Bible.
Truth, according to Mr. Stanford,
is not mere statement of fact but is
a matter of being. . Perhaps whst
the professor is suggesting is that
we should deem ultimately true not
a mere statement but the reality of
a fully integrated personality in
relation to itself and the external
world:
Herein lies the vindication of
poetry, which Mr. Stanford rightly
attributed to a young man- - in Pla-
to's audience Aristotle. His theo-
ry of catharsis, the purgation of
pity and fear, developed to defend
poetry from Plato's attack. Mr.
Stanford interpreted as the re-harmoni-zing
of the elements of the
psyche. ---
The effect of poetry is to bring
the elements of the psyche back
into harmony, a result which' can
also be obtained through the philos-
opher's quest for truth.
Seen in this manner, Mr. --Stanford
concluded, poetry and philoso-oh- v
need not be opposed to one
--another, nor must the, poet and the
philosopher forever be at ooos. ,
tl
Swegan Explores Resscns
For Dramatic Increase
In Section Membership
BYSU3ALLTN
rMotTr
ajsk spring vcu 01 amucnu
Rick Swegan predicted that sec-
tions at Wooster will be virtually
non-existe- nt by USS. -
Yet this spring there is a major
increase in the number of freshmen
pledging sections, and a siniScant
rise in section -- members!!; and
activity. Are sections doomed to die
in the next five years as one
administrator has foreseen? Or are
sections becoming, in fact, a much
stronger part of social life in Woos--
ter? ' a- -- -
Reports indicate thaf 49 to 45
percent of all freshmen pledged a
section this year. Aecordirg to
Dean Swegan, this is three times
the usual number of men, who
pledge sections each year.
- Swegan attributes the current
rise to a number of factors. Firstly,
be believes that his predictions,
recorded in the Voice last STrirg,
may have stirred cp some contro-
versy. He said that these jreiie-tion- s
apparently induced an in-
creased coverage of section
activity through the Voice, thereby
"wetting people's curiosiUes and
making freshmen realize what cp--
tions were open to them on cam
pus."- - --" '
--
. In addition to increased media
coverage and general student concer-
n,-Swegan feels that the Inter
Section Council (LS.C.) .has con-
tributed to the current rise by
making some significant revisions
this year. . -
Swegan says- - that I.S.C. now
stresses "more positive outcomes
of section membership," and better
acknowledges the academic needs
and concerns of the college to a
greater extent than previously
' Continued on Page 7
College Plans
Put In Limbo
By Aid Delays
BY EDITH MeGANDY
Uncertainty in planning the 1533
federal budget has left students
nationwide in a quandry as to --
where funds for next year's educa- - ?
tion will come. ., -
. As a result of cuts made in the
federal budget for 1822. students
v 1atffw frVfn9 ffrasH m o -
sures to ensure that they will be
able to meet the cost of higher
education. More this year than ever
before, students have been forced
to forge residency status to be
eligible for lesser tuition at state
universities. Ultimately, many stu-
dents may have to transfer. to less-expens- ive
public institutions.
At Wooster, close to 1.C0D stu-
dents take advantage of the Gov-- '
eminent Student Loan program,
according to Paul Orehovec. direc-
tor of Financial Aid. Approximate-
ly 800 of those students are among --
the SCO students judged to be of
need as determined by the Finan-
cial Aid Form. -
These students' loans may be in
Jeopardy. when the federal budget
la finally agreed upon.
.
Continued on Page 4
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What About Academics?
After a history of unsuccessful attempts to bring back semesters, the
faculty last quarter handily approved a return to Wooster's original
academic calendar.
Arguments in favor of the semester option are typical and well worn.
For example, pressure is too great on faculty and students alike in the ten
weeks of a current term. Students, especially --of the physical sciences.
cannot be effectively taught a subject in a short period. The importance of
extracurnculars is also diminished in ten weeks as student involvement is
hampered by more pressing academic commitments. So the list goes on.
Some fifteen years ago, in an age when tradition had no bedfellows in
academia, Wooster's years old semester calendar was purged. It was
argued then by faculty that a change was needed, that off-camp-us
opportunities could be more thoroughly exploited, and that students and
faculty could delve more intensely into individual subjects. A change was
made in 1969 to quarters, and the issue has not been without criticism
heretofore.
Along with the revitalised semester calendar, to be implemented in
1983, will be curricular changes, some good, some bad. On the good side,!junior independent study students will have a longer period to research and
write, or more time to proscrasunate. Moreover, science students will have
longer periods for laboratory experiment And further, student activities
can run at an easier pace, and engage a broader base of the student body.
Then there is the other side to the picture. Mandatory freshman
studies, for what it is worth, win be left by the wayside come 1983.
Replacing it will be cozy advising sessions under a tree, or for the more
astute, get-to-know-each-o- ther games. Under the new academic program,
efforts at standardizing at least a portion of the freshman curriculum will
be futher bastardized.
More importantly, one must qustion how adequately the faculty. will
update their teaching schedules and lectures to accommodate five more
weeks of class. For faculty in a thirteen year mold of ten-we- ek courses, it
will be no easy task to fully utilize the time periods soon to De avana Die.
Even more, there will be an inevitable lessening of the academic demand
which currently exists.
The change in calendar has been made. Hopefully it can be utilized to
improve academic training at a time when it is in dire need. But the
diminution of the freshman introductory, and the .potential ease of
scholastic demand are not welcome changes.
TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
A Lesson To The Left
The left in El Salvador took an inglorious defeat March 28. The likes of
Cayetano Carpio, the Communist figurehead, and Guillermo Manuel, the
lost prominent of El Salvador's leftists, in their immediate designs to seize
power as proxies of Fidel Castro and the Sandanist Sergio Ramirez
Mercado.
In an impressive democratic election, something rarely seen in South
America, 1.2 millon Salvadoran people (about a quarter of the population,
or the same percentage of Americans who have voted for the past several
U.S. presidents braved guerilla terror to cast a definitive voice against the
len-win- g. .
The election results, considered a success by international observers.
Salvadoran election coordinator Dr. Jorge Bustamante, American, officials,
the Salvadoran people, and even the press, poses many concerns not the
least oi wmcn is the secure future of the nation. Since no party managed a
majority in the 60 member constituent assembly (the task of which will be
to promulgate a constitution), a struggle may occur between the Christian
Democrats headed by President Duarte (who garnered 24 seats in the
assembly; and several right-win- g parties, the most significant of which is
Roberto d'Aubuisson's Nationalist Republican Alliance (whose evils have
at times rivaled those of the other extreme).
Should President Duarte be able to form a coalition government with
more moderate rightists, the reforms begun by bis party in 1979 will
continue, tnougn prooaoiy on even more snaky grounds, if the right-win- g
forms a coalition, more likely than not under Mr. D'Aubuison. reoresssion
in the name of ridding leftists will be augmented. Though the latter will
certainly De a necesary evil in any case given the belligerence of the
leftists, nr. D'Aubuisson may cause greater evil than needs be.
Aside from the. actual success of the March election, and in spite of the
inevitable problems, the event puts to shame the voices in this country
which advocated conciliation with the left-win- g under the pretense that
guerillas in ei Salvador are "popular forces.-- " Or that the ReaganAdministration was supporting. a regime which had no intention of holding!
iiit popmar elections.
Continued on Page 3 -
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Editor,
At this point in time the Wooster
Monastery has become a major
area of controversy on campus. I
believe the brunt of this controver-
sy has grown out of the views taken
by persons who really do not under-
stand what the Monastery Is all
about
The Wooster Monastery is a so-
cial organization with the basie
ideals that a relationship should be
neither a one night stand nor 4
marriage situation. We believe that
a good relationship takes time,
however, during the building of
relationship one should still be able
to be socially interactive with other
persons, both male and female.
At Wooster we have noticed that
many times this is not the case. A
large percentage of persons enter-
ing into a relationship begin to
limit themselves solely to the one
other person they are interested in.
We believe that this action is detri-
mental to the persons having this
full commitment relationship, be-
cause they are not experiencing the
full social development and interac-
tion available at Wooster.
It may be true that both persons
in this relationship is great and do
not see any need for a change,
however, the Monastery believe that
by following the 'Monastery guide-
lines these persons could still have
a great relationship, maybe even
better, while not limiting them-
selves solely to one another, and in
this way would enjoy a more fully
developed social life at Wooster.
What are these Monastery guide-
lines? We simply suggest the "to-
ken date" approximately twice a
month. This allows the two individ-
uals to get together and enhance
their own relationship two out of
four weekends a month, while dur-
ing the other two weekends they
spend time with other people; this
allows them.to grow socially and
make sure the person they are
dating is the "right" person. One
of the Monastery is to giveIrarposet's members a group of friends to
"hang out" with while they are not
on a "token date."
In the long run the Wooster
.onastery is what Wooster needs, it
is nere to help bring about a well
rounded college experience and full
social development. After all an
excellent academic experience
should go hand in hand with an
excellent social interaction in order
to fulfill your college experience.
I hope this has cleared up any
questions people may have had
aboutthe Monastery if not or if you
are considering becoming a mem-
ber, contact Al or Bill at box
numbers 1892 and 1891 respectively.
Al Jacobsen
BoxC-183- 2
Newman Club
To Feature
Austrian Film
Editor,
I would like to remind the Woos-
ter community that next week the
Newman Club, with the support of
Westminster Presbyterian Church,
will be presenting the film. The
Refusal. This is a documentary
dramatization of the story of Franz
Jaegerstaetter. an Austrian peas-
ant beheaded in 1943 for his refusal
to accept the call to service in
Hitler's armed forces. It will be
shown on Monday, April 12, at 9:45
a.m. in Mateer and on Tuesday,
April 13, at 4 p.m. in Mackey Han(next to Westminster Church
House).
The Jaegerstaetter story is ex-
traordinary because one man was
able to reach a radical decision
without the support of any group.
Nether Jaegerstaetter's church nor
his countrymen approved of bis
action. His was a solitary witness
to the primacy of conscience.
The film is based on a book by
American sociologist Gordon Zahn,
In Solitry .Witnesses: The Life and
Death of Franz Jaegerstaetter. It
was made by Austrian National.
Television for showing in prime-tim-e
on the anniversary of the
departure of occupying troops, a
national holiday. It won awards for
best, film, best directing and best
acting at a major international film
festival.
.
.
Mark Hoffman
Internationalist Seeks
Interested Contributors
Editor, -
The focus of The Internationalist
has varied rather extensively
throughout the period of time that
it has been a part of The Voice:
When Alkis . Papademetriou first
started it, he was more concerned
with sharing his own international
experience with the Campus and
his understanding of different cul-
tures. Jim Luce as coordinator
tried to include people with interna-
tional experience that gave a gen-
eral view of their active countries
and life abroad.
This quarter, the goal of this
column will be to present informa-
tion and opinions on particular
issues related to the world at large.
With the growing interdependence
between countries, and with the
intensification of the North-Sout- h
dialogue, the importance of inter-
national awareness becomes appar-
ent Studentstrho are interested in
writing on something along those
lines are welcome to contact me
through Campus Mail (box 2917).
by calling me at extension 2691, or.
feel free to stop by my room 222
Babe ock. Your ideas and sugges-
tions are welcome! '
Have a good Spring Quarter!
(And, hopefully, no more snow!)
Tessie Tsavaras
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News Digest
COlfPILED BY
CHRIS LUCE end -- '
DAN ItCKENTY '
WASHINGTON, WILLIAM
BAXTER, the Justice depart-
ment's chief anti-tru- st official, said
in the deposition of a case last year
that an IBM grant paid his salary
during the 1868-8- 9 year, while he
was a professor at Stanford. Baxter
ended the agency's suit against
IBM last January. Thursday Bax-
ter said that the arrangement was
"a typical university grant" and he
had to contact with IBM.
WASHINGTON THE SENATE
ARMED SERVICES PANEL ap-
proved a defense spendature of
1108.2 billion for fiscal 1883. This
blocks-program- s for deploying the
MX missiles and producing a new
Army helicopter. The total is 13.2
billion short of President Reagan's
request , -
WASHINGTON THE JOBLESS
RATE for the nation rose to 9
during March leaving 9.9 millin
people unemployed. The rate
matches the post WW II record set
uuMay 1975. Unemployment for
blacks set a new record at 18.
Most economists predict that unem-
ployment will continue to rise for
the next few months. "The Presi-
dent, offers no compromise on the
budget or on the tax cut, no mean-
ingful solution to -- unemloyment"
said Senator Edwrd Kennedy CD-Ma- ss.).
WASHINGTON THE SOCIAL
SECURITY SYSTEM'S retirement
fund could run out in around 16
months, system trustees warn, cit-
ing recession as the cause. Even if
free inter-fun- d borrowing is al-
lowed, the retirement fund could
stay afloat only until sometime in
1984, the trustees also warned. The
sytem also faces a sharp decline in
taxpayers and an increase in bene-
fit recipients by the turn of the
century.
SQUAW VALLEY, CALIF.
FOUR AVALANCHES, triggered
by nearly 13 inches of snow since
Sunday, rolled, onto the resorts of
Alpine Meadows and Aquaw Valley
Wednesday. Rescue workers
cleared tons of snow Thursday,
using explosives and heavy snow
plows. The avalanches killed three
people and left five others missing.
Rescue teams had to be called off
Wednesday because of the danger
of new avalanches, but the search
was resumed the next day.
A Lesson To
Coirtinued
Such flippancy flying from the mouths of critics was shot right back at
them the press, congressmen, ana tne saa-so- rt sous ox lea-ove- r campus
anti-Vietn- m War types. The results of March 28 in El Salvador have shut
them --up, or sent them light even to the point that the New York Times,
aftor mnntha of thidinff President Reaffan'l SUDDOlt for moderate Mr.
Duarte, had sensible things to say. The Times gave quasi-kudo- s to the
Reagan policy in El Salvador, noting that the recent elections marked a
"significant achievement" for VS. policy in South America.
It can only be hoped that after centuries of strife, and the more recent,
pitting of-- moderate forces against external communist aggression, I
American liberals, and a harsh opposition on the right that the birth of
Salvadoran democracy on March 28
The I n tfernai
Myth, Reality
BY STEPHANIE CHALLENER
PARIS France land of love,
romance, wine, cheese, snails and
a Socialist president Paris place
where myth and reality melange to
create one of the most beautiful
cities in the world. The Louvre is
still standing,' as well as the Eifel
Tower, and Beaubourg (the Centre
Pompidou) continues to shed its
red, blue and green hues upon the
Parisian panorama. The amount of
art available is astounding, not to
mention the sense of history. Louis
XIV lives on not only in the archi-
tecture of Paris, but in the minds
and attitudes of the French.
Life in Paris ... museums, monu-
ments, expositions, walks in thepark by day (and occasionally
classes); theater, cinema, con-
certs, cafes by, night The LatinQuarter, scene of the famous 1968
student demonstrations, the Mar--1
ais, les Halles, and Beaubourg are
areas populated by artists, pantom-imist- s,
fire-eater-s, street musicians
and the inevitable tourists. Even a
ride on the Metro, is no less than
exciting one is sure tn he "sere
Salience
BY IAN HARTRICK
Occasionally I find myself in the
political company of those with
whom I have had disputes withm
the past Issues such as the U.S.
policy toward El Salvador have
found my opinions on unaccus-
tomed ground unalterably opposed
to whatever Marxist pretentions
exist among the rebels but firmly
convinced that that U.S. interests
are not being served by supporting
a government that lets death
squads run amok.
Another issue that has brought
me among strange company is the
subject of nuclear arms and deterr-
ence. As much as I consider the
Reverend Sloan Coffin a raver, IV-
-'
side with him in his fear of a
senseless nnclear arms race.. Weap-
ons like the MX seem to transcend
the needs of deterrence.
Deterrent nuclear force does not
require equality to Soviet force; it
only needs to be able to be capable
of performing the deterrent mis-
sion: to impose on the USSR the
threat of unacceptable destruction
should a nuclear attack be
launched on the U.S. This mission
could be accomplished by. a much
reduced nuclear arsenal. A restruc-
turing of the U.S. strategic nuclear
force along sufficient deterrence
lines would be less costly, and
The Left
from Page'2 ;. " .. '- -
will be able to mature.
, TDIOTHY E. SPENCE
VOICE. FRIDAY, APRIL
iona I is?
Beautify Paris
naded" b some enterprising musi-
cian hoping to earn a few extra
francs, not to mention the myriad
of languages one is bound to hear.
Paris is well on its way to becom-
ing a city of many nationalities.
I like Paris. I've ridden the
metro through the bowels of the
city, taken a boat ride down the
Seine, -- and climbed most of -- the
available towers (the view from
Notre Dame is the best). I've
"done" the museums, - seen the
sights. "But there is so much more
to Paris that is equally unforgetta-
ble and "uniquely" French. The
smells bakeries, flower shops,
fish-stand- s, markets the people
and their language; the cafes; long
walks along the Seine; or getting
lost following some twisted, forgot-
ten side street
' So yes, Paris is wonderful, but
it's not paradise twenty four hours
of the day, seven days a week. Life
has its uds and downs, its oleasures
and disappointments, its decep
turns. But the experience is and has
been a memorable one, and I
wouldn't trade it for the world,
might provide the lump-of- f point
for negotiations leading to further
bilateral reductions.
The nuclear and conventional
balance of power in Europe is the
nettle that must be grasped before
the U.S. can move to sufficient
deterrence. NATO and the U.S.
cannot afford nuclear sufficiency
as long as the Soviet advantage in
conventional arms continues to ex-
ist NATO can justify the Pershing
II, the GLCM and 7000 other tacti-
cal nuclear weapons to balance the
weight of Soviet arms because
NATO and the U.S. cannot find the
money for enough divisions.. The
bomb is cheaper than divisions, but
there are other costs. That depend
ence on the bomb requires NATO to
accept the probable use of nuclear
weapons should the Soviets attack.
It is that fact that has people in the
streets (and to a degree one can't
blame them.). . ,
I do fear that their anti-Ame- ri
canism and the denial of political
and military realities will, cause
them to miss perhaps the", most
acceptable solution to the TNF
For the .cost that would begroblem.lcurred increasing NATO conven-
tional forces great benefits could be
had. Most nuclear .weapons, could
be withdrawn from Europe. Nucle-
ar war risk would be much re-
duced. The Mutual Balanced Force
Reduction talks could proceed from
a more equal position. NATO could
renounce the first use of nuclear
weapons.
.
.
"
.
v
There is no good reason why
NATO and the U.S. must live in
thrall to nuclear terror if steps are
taken to address the conventional
imbalance. Sufficiency doctrine is
one and V4 steps away from the
brink but further steps back are
possible. It is a far better place to
be in comparison to a "toes over"
posture. :
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Interest In Japan
Encourages Editor
Note: The following letter, sub
mitted by the Japan Association of
wooster, was written to senior Jim
Lace in response to correspondence
be has sent to student newspapers
in Japan.
Dear Jim, ' VIt was a pleasant surprise to
receive your letter. On behalf of the
Waseda Guardian, I would like to
thank you and all the members of
The Japan Association of Wooster
for taking your time in writing us.
Receiving your letter, we were
very happy, and encouraged, to
know that 'so many people are
interested in our country and that
organizations such as The Japan
Association of Wooster are active
at your college.
We would be grateful if you could
further inform us of other organiza-
tions such as The Japan Associa-
tion of Wooster and if there are any
forms of meetings held among the
organizations. . - v.
I would also like to thank you for
your enclosing a copy of your fine
campus paper. The Voice. It has
been of great use for our job. The
editorial staffs of our paper are
exceptionally Interested in the
great staffs of The Voice: In return
we would be more than grateful to
send you issues of The Waseda
Guardian.
We hope that by doing this, we
will deepen the friendship and in-
crease the communication between
our two universities and our two
nations as well in the long run.
We will also be looking forward
to meeting you and your fellow
students here at Waseda. If we can
be of any further assistance, please
do not hesitate to write us. With our
kindest regards to the members of
The Japan Association of Wooster.
Kuxuhiro Nakarlma
Editor-in-Chie- f,
The Waseda Guardian
Student Union Bldg., Rm. 1
-
1-6-
-1. Nlshi-WasedaTShinj- uku
Tokyo, Japan
SGA Funds
To the Editor, . '- -
This letter is to bring to your
attention that the Student Govern-
ment Association's General Fund
will be allocated by the Financial
Affairs Committee next week.
There is approximately &200 in
the General Fund along with $200 in
the Professional Travel Fund. This
money is available to a variety of
organizations for programs. Most
organizations who receive funds do
not have other means of financing
their programs. Therefore this op
portunity is verjr important to the
continuation of their program.
in order for an organization to be
considered for funding an applica-
tion must be filled out and returned
to the SGA office. Applications are
now available outside the SGA Of
fice door. All applications must be
returned by April 12. .
if anyone has Questions feel free
to contact me at extension 2850 or
Box 1476. -
Jennifer Dean
' Financial Affairs
. Committee Chairperson
Student Government
v .Association
P?3jHorq At Wocstcr
- "bysusanfiggs
What could southern writer Flan-ner- y
O'Connor and . California
Hchronicler of the 60's and 7Vs Joan
Didion possibly have in common? .
Both are so fully engaged in the
ldiosyneracies of their special
J times and places, what significance
could they have, for a welsh schol-
ar, whose own love ' of poetry,
music, and culture points to the
richness of the Welsh tradition?
Next week D.Z. Phillips, profes-
sor of Moral Philosophy from the '
University of Wales at Swansea,
will spend several days on campus
and speak at Wednesday's convoca- -'
tlon on "Mystery and Mediation:
Reflections on Flannery O'Connor
and Joan Didion." -
Like his name, Dewi Zephaniah
Phillips, his work represents some
unusual combinations. He is a mor--.
al philosopher, poet and literary
critic, writing in both English and
Welsh. Author of Religion Without
Explanation and Self Deception in
Literature, he is currently working
on two books. Through A Darken-
ing Glass i Philosophy and Remind-
ers from Literature and Education
and Magic His published paper
range over such topics-- as not in
Front of the Children, on children
and morality, to Bad Faith and
Sartre's Waiter.
.
In addition to his ' convocation
--address. Professor Phillips will
speak on philosophy and literature
from 2-4:- 00 p.m. in the Wolcott
Room in Kauke HalL On Tuesday
afternoon at 4:00 he win discuss the
concept of mystery in a joint semi-
nar with the philosophy and reli-
gion departments. "
Next Thurday night at 8:15 in
McGaw ChapeL Frances Fitzgerald
will speak on . America Revised:
American History in American
Schoolbooks. Frances Fitzgerald is
best known as the author, of the
1972 Pulitzr Prize winning history
of Vietnam, Fire in the Lake.
A journalist of consider cre-
dentials, she has traveled ta and
written for-- the Village Voice.
Vogue, Atlantic Monthly, The New
Yorker and Harpers. Her - most
recent book is America Revised, an '
account of the 20th century iext-boo-k
views of history.
Do you remember the folks who
wanted Tarxan out of th? puLIic
libraries because Jane and Tanas
shared the jungle without benefU of
clergy? According to Fitzgerald
these moral police are not the oc!y '
influence on the textsccx woru
view. The Dick and Jane America
of the 50's books brought us a
white, male, middle class society,
progressive, hopeful and free. - -
And the texts of the 63s and Vft
in their trendiness have been fuiliy
as well of other kiadj of distortion,
v About every five years texttocx
accounts of history change to ac-
commodate the thir.kfrg cl tit
times and the whims of tie narict-plac- e.
"What sells," says Fttxssr-ai- d,
"goes into the next American
children, black and 'white, male
and female, may have been de-
prived of their birthright Certainly
they are ill prepared to face the
real America that lies beyond the .
schoolroom doors.
Paze 4
justice symposium.
-.-n:;:..-: --At
Photo Bt Rodxer A. PelaiaEi
Michael Parent!, a fellow at the Institute for Policy Studies in
Washington, D.C., addressed "Capitalism, Democracy and the
Justice System" in conjunction with Student Activities Board's
Facility Revises Curricu.um
Continued from Page 1
first ten weeks of Fall Semester or
the last ten weeks of Spring Semes-
ter. The last five weeks of Fall
Semester, the student will register
for Senior I.S. 451 and work only
on I.S. until spring where he will
register for Senior 452 and three
classes. If the student wants to
teach in the spring he will register
for Senior 452 and three classes
Fall Semester and at the beginning
of Spring Semester will do I.S. for
the first five weeks and then teach
the last ten.
The. semester system will also
have a positive effect on other off
campus programs. Swegan reports
that many students take advantage
of the programs offered in the fall
because they cannot go any other
quarter without losing credit
Baird points out, "There are
more good private colleges on the
early semester program than any
other system. It will make partici-
pation in off campus programs
easier since we're more compati-
ble. It will also be easier for a
student to transfer to another insti-
tution for a program not offered
here."
2
According to the Educational Pol
icy Committee, "Fall Semester will
begin late in August or early in.
September and end before Christ-
mas and" the Spring Semester will
begin toward the middle of January
and end in early May."
A disadvantage with this new
schedule is the shortened Christ-
mas break.. Many students take
that opportunity to make extra
money to see them through the
year. Freshman Steve Clement
said, "I don't Hhink there will be
that much difference nor will it be
hard to adjust to. People talk about
semesters taking away their winter
jobs, but what they fail to realize is
that we'll get out earlier and they
can find a better and longer sum-
mer job to make up for what was
missed during Christmas."
The switch may not be as drastic
as it seems. Holliday plans to write
"a detailed letter explaining how
we'll convert to the new system.
We will look at the files and try to
make individual adjustment where
needed. We need to use our imagi-
nations for we have all kinds of
possibilities. We have a year to be
creative and we welcome any stu-
dents' suggestions."
$3 Vypewzitez
Service & Sated
2522 CLEVELAND ROAD
WOOSTER. OHIO j
IBM - REMINGTON RAND
FACIT - SCM - BROTHER
GUr.ir.lEQ J DO AVAILAULll
Soseseer oador wiater jobs at lake aad ski resort.
Free Ihrlag qeortors amd good pay for otr and
woojea. Loag bom, bo yoe cost eara wo to $2,300per qvortor oad save nest off it. WatersklHs, first aid
cortificatioM helpfel, bat mot required for seesawrpplkaats. tfrit lauaediaf ely with foil details aboet
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Congressional Bebzie Stalls Bfadsnt Aid
By College Ptcm Service
' This is normally the season when
students apply for aid for the next
school year. But this year, they're
not finding anything out
Congressional debate and Admin-
istration delays in implementing
federal aid programs may stall the
awarding of aid until late summer
or early fall, and have thrown the
1982-8- 3 college plans of as many as
four million students into limbo, aid
officers say.
"No one is in a position right now
to make commitments to the stu-
dents," says Dallas Martin of the
National Association of Financial
Aid Administrators in Washington,
D.C.
Aid officers across the country
don't yet know how much money
they'll have for students next fall,
or who they'll be allowed to award
it to until Congress and the Admin-
istration make up their minds. .
Some even suspect the Adminis-
tration, aware it may not get the
cuts it asked for from Congress,
may purposefully be delaying new
eligibility rules for some programs
to save money by forcing students
to go on without them. -
"Frankly," Martin says. "There
are people in Washington wtuvif
they feel they are not going to get
the cuts they asked for, will be
willing to just delay the system as
long, as possible in order to save
money." '
Last March, Secretary of Educa-
tion Terrel Bell imposed a tempo-
rary freeze on the processing of aid
applications until Congress voted
on the aid cutbacks the Administra-
tion had proposed- .-
The department has yet to tell
colleges how much they have to
distribute under the Supplemental
Education Opportunity Grant, Col
lege Work-Stud- y, and National Di-
rect Student Loan programs for
next school year.
In the past, the government told
campus aid officer amounts and
rules in early March.
The resultant "delay this year is
oing to be incredible," predictsfdaho aid Director Harry Davey.
For the first time in its history.
Idaho gives students only "finan-
cial aid plans" instead of commit-
ments.
. The plans tell students "we can
only meet the students need if we
have the money. It's a small com-
fort for these people. You can't eat
promises," Davey laments.
Kent State similarly sends stu-
dents a "letter that gives them a
theoretical computation of what
they. can expect to receive. We've
never had to write a letter quite
like it," reports William Johnson;
KSU's aid director.
"We don't know if they'll be able
to get that money or not."
Central State University in Okla-
homa, among many others, gives
students similarly-thi- n assurances.
Consequently, aid Counselor Diana
Franklin Spends much of her time
soothing applicants.
"Students are coming in to us
with a lot of questions. We're trying
to ease -- their minds. There are
definitely going to be cuts, but we
don't want students to panic, think-
ing that they'll have to drop out of
school," she says. Franklin be
lieves most students can avoid that
fate.
"No mattef what happens," sum-
marizes Miami aid Director Ron
Hammond, "everyone will suffer
the effects of uncertainty."
"Kids from low-inco-me families
are in the most precarious spot.
observes Kent State's Johnson
"but vie have more alternatives to
offer them. I expect that middle-incom-e
kids will take the hardest
rap." ' : r7 - r"T . '
Martin contends that "poor stu-
dents and students who are unfa-
miliar with how the financial aid
system works are the most likely to
become discouraged, and drop
their plans. The longer we have to
wait, the more serious the problem
becomes."
At Malcolm X College in inner-cit- y
Chicago, aid Director Ramiro
Boris notes that "most of our
students are eligible for the basic(Pell) grant, and that won't
change." What will change is the
amount of money they receive,
which may be going down this
year," Borja said.
Making up the different is prov-
ing difficult Though ten percent of
Malcolm X's student body is on
College Work-Stud- y, many of the
surrounding businesses .that ordi-
narily hire students are cutting
back.. - .
"A great number of students
would love to work their way
--through school." Martin adds, "but
.the chances that they 'could earn
enough to play a role are slim, and
worse, as often as not they can't
find a job at all"
Borja expects that many of the
students driven from school by the
delays "will be replaced, often by
people who can't find a job. This is
kind of like survival of the fittest.
Those who can't hack it will get out
of the system."
"It's sad to lose people. This is
not always a great profession to be
in." ;
Better Handling of School Loans Saves Millions
BY SKEE SMITH
From Press Services
Improved management of the
Pell Grant Program saved $21 mil-
lion in interest last year and ena-
bled the Department of Education
to recover and return to the U.S.
Treasury an additional 866 million
over a two-ye- ar period. Secretary
T. H. Bell announced today.
"I find it significant that we were
able to accomplish savings of this
magnitude simply by making bet-
ter use of our existing resources
and requiring institutions to do a
better job of bookkeeping and re-
porting " Secretary Bell said.
The Pell Grant (formerly the
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant program was authorized in
the Education-Amendmen- ts of 1972
and the first awards to students
were made in the 1973-7- 4 school
year. Since that time, more than
13.4 million grants totaling more
than $10.5 billion have been award-
ed to financially needy students for
postsecondary education.
At the beginning of each Pelf
Grant award period, the Depart-
ment of Education "banks" with a
Federal disbursement system the
amount of money an education
institution is estimated to need for
initial payments to students. As
needed, additional, funds are
banked for subsequent payments.
Though a more careful analysis
of the amount needed for initialpayments, only 81 billion of the
available $2.4 billion was credited
to institutional accounts at the be-
ginning of the 1980-8- 1 grant period.
En the year before, they had been
credited with $1.4 billion a $400
million excess. By holding the ex-
cess for later release, the Federal
Government's interest obligation
was reduced by nearly $21 million.
Total awards. to students .were ap-proximately the same . in bothyears.
The $66 million returned to the
Treasury Department came from
unused Pell Grant funds remaining
in school accounts.The surplus was
identified when school reports of
payments to students were recon-
ciled with Federal records of dis-
bursements to the schools.
Currently, 98 percent of all par-ti-cipating school accounts havebeen reconciled and closed. Howev-
er, before the concerted reconcilia
tion effort began in November 1979,
only 23 percent had been recon-
ciled.
Details of the improved manage-
ment techniques are spelled out in
a report, "Savings in Basic Grant
Program Operations," prepared for
the Department of Education's Of-
fice of Tostsecondary Education
Student Financial Assistance.
Administration Aid Decision
Delays College Planning
Continued from Pagel
Although Orehovec notes that the
proposed Reagan appropriation for.
"basic grants and campus-base- d
awards" is $1.8 billion, the actual
figure will probably be much high-
er. Last year's appropriation under
the "continuing resolution" was
$3.3 billion, and Orehovec believes
that this year's figure will be near
the 1982 figure.'
For college administrators, the
difficulties arising from the indeci-
sion at the federal level are many.
Orehovec emphasizes that this is
the greatest problem, not. as some
fear, the' possible deficiency of
funds in the final budget plan.
Orehovec says, "If we knew how
many dollars were going to be cut
we could start making plans." Be-
cause this figure is still being
debated, , it is impossible to take
any decisive action to alleviate the
problems that students may even-
tually have should aid be cut ;:
Wooster administrators have tak-
en some action in this regard,
namely, the proposed "Parent In-
stallment Payment Plan." This
plan is. designed to be an alterna-
tive aid program specifically for
families within the $30,000 to $80,000
annual income range.
- College officials speculate that
this income bracket win be the
hardest hit by the proposed budget
cuts. '
The Parent Installment Payment ,
Plan is not designed to be the most
attractive loan source ' available.
The interest rate is 14.5 percent -- 5
percent greater than the loans of-
fered at the federal or state levels.
The plan is designed chiefly to ease
the burden on. family budgets after
the 1983 federal budget is agreed
'upon.
Orehovec offers encouragement
to students eagerly --awaiting the
budget decision. Although there are
many proposals, the worst of which
could be devastating for students.
Orehovec's -- advice is "watch what
they do, not what they say." .
The final budget, he believes, will
have to include provisions to cover
most of the financial needs students
will have in the next year.
. wa-n-tt
''
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Judicial Board Reports
The following cases were heard
by the Judicial Board or the Deans
1 t A. AA1
L A student was allegedly teen drink-
ing beer from an open container in the
Douglass Quad during the Primal
Scream Spring Quarter, IWL HeShe
was found guilty of violating Section I of --
the Preamble of the Code of Social
Responsibility, Personal Integrity and
Sell-respe- ct, and Section IIIA, 2e and 2d,
Alcoholic Beverages. The student was
not guilty of violating Section IIIA, 2a
and 2b. A $25 fine was imposed:
2. Another student was found guilty of
throwing burning record Jackets out a
dormitory window. The charges were
Section u U, and III of the Preamble,
Personal Integrity and Self-respe- ct, Re-
spect for the Rights and Concerns of
Others, and Respect for the Functioning
and Property of the College, Section V.
Fire, Candles and Open Burning. HeShe
was not guilty of burning the album
covers u the restroom. The student was
suspended from campus from 6 p.m.
Thursday to I p.m. Sunday.
. After allegedly operating a motor
vehicle while intoxicated, a student was
found guilty of violatingSection I of the
Preamble and Section IIIA. 2a and 2b.
HeShe was not guilty of violating Sec-
tion II of the Preamble and Section X,
Motor Vehicles. The student was re-
ferred to the Deans staff for counseling.
4. Seven students were allegedly in-
volved in driving golf carts off of the
lolf course and around campus. One
was not guilty of violation of Section I of
the Preamble as heshe was not found
driving recklessly. Two were found
guilty of violation of Section X and three
were found not guilty. In all cases but
one the charges of violation of Section
III of the Preamble were dropped as the
students were not made aware at the
time of rental that the golf carts were
not to be taken from the golf course. One
student was found guilty of violation of
Section III of the Preamble because he
she had been informed of the rules.
Those students who were found guilty
were placed on Conduct Probation for
Winter Quarter, US2. -
5. A student who was found guilty of --
stealing food from Hygeia was suspend-
ed from campus for Winter Quarter,
1982 and must reapply for admission in
the Spring. HeShe was found guilty of
violating Sections I, II, and m of thePreamble and Section VI. Theft
The following cases were heard
by the Judicial Board or the Deans
during Spring quarter, lMl:
1. A male student was charged with
violating Sections n and HI of the
Preamble, Respect for the Rights and
Concerns of Others and Respect for the
Functioning and Property of the College,
and Section IX of the Code of Social
Responsibility. Privacy and Security. He
was found guilty of entering a woman's
dormitory room through a window with-
out the woman's permission. The stu-
dent was placed on unrecorded discipli-
nary probation for 10 days.
2. Two students were found guilty of
violating Section II and HI of the
Preamble and Section V. Fire Candles
and Open Burning, of the Code after
igniting books and papers in a small
houseSoth were suspended from cam-
pus for five consecutive days. Their
were notified of the reason forBarentsieir suspension through the Deans'
office.
X A penalty review of a previous
sexual harassment case was necessary
because the initial penalty of a three-da- y
suspension was not completed. The stu-
dent- was suspended for the rest of
Spring quarter (approximately six
weeks), but due to irregularities in the
case, the sentence was dropped.- - The
original three-da- y suspension was com-
pleted. HisHer parents were also noti- -
4. Another student was found guilty of
violating Sections I, II and III of the
Preamble, Personal Integrity and Self-Respe-ct,
and Sections In and VIII,
Drugs and Sexual HarassmentCoercion,
of the Code as a -- result of disruptive.
behavior in a women's dormitory, tie
was found not guilty of violating Section
IX, but guilty on the rest of the charges.
The initial penalty was Conduct Proba-
tion for the remainder of the quarter
and to write a letter of apology to the
woman's hill. But because he failed to
reveal the names of other persons in
volved, be was round in contempt ot
Judicial Board and was suspended from
campus for three days. His parent! were
also noouea.
1 In i ease eoncerninx the theft ofthree fire extinguishers from a small
house, two students were charged with
vtolatiot Sections I "and HI of the
Preamble and Sections IV and VI. Fire- -
Continued on Page 10 .
Rumors Dispelled About Phones
BY DANIEL C. HOWES
Despite rumors that the new
telephone system installed March
20 is costly and an.unneeded ex-
pense to the College, College Trea-
surer William Snoddy commented
that the system resulted v in no
capital investment for the college
and, over a period of time, the
system's efficiency will do more
than pay for itself.
The new system, labeled the
Rolm system, is a software com-
puter design that is markedly more
efficient than the old, manual
scheme. When asked what the real
advantages to ' the system were,
Snoddy stated that the Rolm 'a
"ability to economically route long-
distance calls" was crucial to the
College's decision to lease it
The system will also drastically
reduce the need for College opera-
tors to deal with outgoing calls, and
it will enable them to aid the
students with their own calls,
: A common question, especially
among students, is why the new
system was installed. Initially the
College was forced to lease the
Rolm due to the installation of a
similar system downtown. Approxi-
mately six months ago the tele
phone company downtown convert-
ed to a computer system which,
according to Snoddy. made the
College vulnerable to directly- -
Med long-distan- ce pnone cam
from any telephone on campus.
Thus, a student could direct-dia- l a
call to his or her home and the.
College would be billed for the calL
When asked about the cost of tie
new system Snoddy replied that no
capital investment was made by
the College, and that the lease
taken out by the College was
spread over an 84 month period.
enabling the College to essentially
break even over the long-ru- n. "
1 : -
-
-
r:
In short there was no upfront cost
incurred for the switch to the
Rolm. Moreover, Snoddy said, the
monthly charge will be basically
the same as under the old system.
The inquiry into why the College
did not install private phones met
with some surprising answers.
Contrary to what seems to be the
commmonly held opinion, the Col-
lege has asked the United Tele-
phone Company to submit a propos- - '
al that would outline the cost of the
installation of private telephones.
The projected capital investment
by the College for a private system(one enabling students to have
their own telephones) will be ap
proximately 1400,000.
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIS! FELLOWSHIP
Union Grange Hall
Madlsonburg
Sundays: 10:45 A.M.
A CELEDZ2A TION OF EASTER
Transportation provided in front
. of Babcock, Sundays, 10:30
The College, Snoddy said, is In-
terested in private telephones, and
the day when it will be a reality is ,
not far off.
Peter Havhom, the College Rela-
tions Officer, Justified the new
phone operation, both for its tech-
nological advances and us practic-
ability. The acquisition of the new
system is important to the College
for business and academic purpos-
es alike. Bavholm pointed out that
the new system would benefit the
faculty in their numerous contacts
with colleagues at other institu-
tions. He added that "the most cost
effective phone system is not a
luxury but a necessity."
Havholm asserts, as does Snod-
dy, that the new system appears as
though it is being very well accept-
ed by the students, faculty and the
administration. "Everybody has
tried hard to make it work. The
response is positive; people seem
to be striving to learn the ropes as .
quickly as possible."
Bonnie Tillery, head operator for
the College, stated that "when the
system is working fully and people
grow accustomed as to how the
phones work, it will be easier on
everyone."
Mary Rose Coppola, another day-
time operator, likened the switch-
board to a small computer. Instead
of the previous 24 lines, both incom-
ing and outgoing, there are now 16
incoming lines .and 10 outgoing
lines. -
Another feature that the opera-
tors mentioned was the system's
ability to forward calls from one
office to another, a feature which
avoids line congestion and delays.
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Wooster Chorus, following spring
John Russell last Sunday in McGaw
VJooGtfcr
Chorous
Performs
Admirably
BY EDITH McGANDY
Sunday night in McGaw Chapel,
the Wooster Chorus admirably per-
formed the last in a series of
concerts which constituted their
spring tour.
While many Wooster students lay
in the sun on the beaches of Flori
da, the members of the Wooster
Chorus was hard at work. In 10
days, the Chorus performed as
many concerts, traveling the miles
from one location to another.
Last year, the spring tour took
the Chorus through the heart of the
Midwest. This year's tour went
eastward. The Chorus was hosted
by churches in Pennsylvania, New
York, Connecticut, and New Jer-
sey. The highlight of their tour was
their performance in New York
City at the Fifth Avenue Presbyter-
ian Church, thus the tour was
dubbed the "Big Apple Tour."
Sunday's concert showed the re-
sults of the months of rehearsals
and hard work which had gone into
preparing the music for tour. The
program was varied, spanning al-
most 300 years of musical history,
from Bach to Vaughan-William- s.
The Bach motet no. 1, "Signet
dem Herrn ein neues Leid," was
well performed, with no small cred-
it due to the instrumental accom-
paniment provided by nine other
College of Wooster students.
The concert ended on a slightly
more lighthearted note with the
performance of two Negro spiritu-
als. The audience was able to
appreciate a true, clear quality of
sound in the performance of the
first spiritual, "There is a balm in
Gilead."
The concert in its entirety was a
reward for both the listeners and
the performers.
break in New York, returned to Wooster
Chapel.
Functional Ceramics Unites
Purpose With Pleasure
BY SUNDARAM TAGORE
Once again the Frick Art Mu-
seum is pulsating with art activi-
ties. Two major art exhibitions of
the year, "Functional Ceramics
1982" and "The Flower Show" are
being held at the College of Woos-
ter Museum.
The fourth of April, opening day
of the functional ceramics, exhibit
was a grand success. Visitors came
and thronged Frick Art Gallery to
its fullest capacity. They admired,
fondled and brought object d'art
from various artists.
In conjunction with "Functional
Ceramics 1982," a functional ce-
ramics workshop has been planned
which will be led by Tom and
Elaine Levin and Tom Shafer. The
three day event, arranged for the
first time in 1978 by Phyllis Blair
Clark, has been a great opportunity
for the art minded people to meet
and study with the celebrated art-
ists with the aid of slides, lectures,
discussions and interactions.
The first exhibition of the kind
was organized by Phyllis Blair
Clark, the Assistant Director of the
College museum. Under her con-
stant perseverance and proper
guidance the exhibition has grown
to become an annual exhibition
which is now nationally renowned.
Clark has turned Frick Museum
into a center for functional art
from various parts of the country.
This show highlights the spring
art activities at Wooster. The par-
ticipants in the ninth annual event
are Ohio ceramist Walter Zurko,
professor of art at Wooster, Curtis
and Susan Benzie, Tom Shafer and
Charles Lakopsky. Thirty other art-
ists from thirteen states have coop-
erated with local groups to form
the exhibition.
Roof of McGaw
u Worship
A.M. McGaw ChapelWorship
VUMEmif7UINUSl
Easter Sunrise(April 11)
Easter Sunday(April 11)
6:00
10:30
'j'
y--v- v-
-
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Circus To Circuit Campus
to perform under the direction of
Photo By Kdg a. reUsaiH
Potters Mike Thirdman, Angela
Fin a and Paul Dresang created
pottery based on a theory of pleas-
ing shapes and simple glazes work-
ing together to enhance pleasure in
using them. Tim Kemp invented
new variations on old forms,
whereas Charles Lakopsky and
Nan McKinnell sculpture the piece
itself until the organic shape re-
flects its purpose.
Most of the works exhibited are
aesthetically pleasing. Tom Malt-bie- 's
creations are more traditional
in nature, including baskets and
quiver-lik- e forms with bamboo han-
dles.
Shafer's highly stylized floral ar-
abesque disguised the forms with-
out obscuring them. Kathryn --Shar-baugh's
pottery skillfully blended
geometric shapes with their back-
ground.
Ellen Richardson's painting on
clay echoed a Victorian aura and
she used the clay pottery to paint
portraits in place of canvas.
Some of the comments from the
crowd were "Beautiful," "Fantas-
tic," "Extremely interesting," and
"I love it" One observer comment-
ed, "I'm astounded by the quality
"and the quantity of the show." A
department member felt that
George Peterson's work was very
elegant Peterson is a College of
Wooster graduate.
Zurko had combined broken
forms with the appearance of inlaid
color in a kind of functional col-
lage. The effect is fascinating.
Peterson and Maishe Dickman
used superb color in a totally non-representatio- nal
manner.
Most of the displays are for sale
and some of them are steeply
priced. Also, some of the exhibits
were sculpturesque in form and
deviated from the functional as-
pect as the title of the exhibition
suggests..
The functional ceramics exhibi-
tion provides the viewer with . a
unique opportunity to study closely
a - fascinating variety of objects
whose main purpose is functional,
and an opportunity to view pottery
created by individual potters for
artistic reasons.
" Ftohi Pnss Stivitu
Now on its 10th annual national
tour. The Royal Lichtenstein Circus
will dance its way through Wooster
next Thursday, April 15 at noon in
front of Lowry Center.
The troupe will feature aerial
Roman Rings by award winning
Dartmouth gymnast, Jens Larson;
and foot balancing by Robert Lee
of the New York School of Circus
Arts. Actress-danc-er Nanci Olesen
of Minneapolis and veteran aerial-1- st
Stephen D. Saulniers will appear
in narrated pantomime fables as
well as the show's magical num-
bers.
This year's expanded menagerie
is under the tutelage of ringmaster- -
Record Outlet Assures Bargains' And Variety
BY GARY FERNER
In just under two weeks, the
College of Wooster will have its
very own record store. Well, not
exactly. The Record Outlet, located
in the S.A.B. office, and run by
John Null, will be a little different
Unlike its predecessor, the
Record Co-o- p, The Record Outlet
will not accept trade-in- s. "This is
strictly a pay first then order
operation," says Null.
And paying won't be as hard on
your cash flow, either. An $8.98 list
rock l.p. that normally sells for
$9.48 with tax in other stores will be
sold for under $6.25!
That's not all, the Record Outlet
plans to sell double albums that
usually go for $13.98 at $9.10!
The selection at the Record Out-
let is substantial. According to Null
they 1iave "access to about 56,000
titles, almost anything released in
the last 12 years."
From Classical to Punk, Rock
and Reggae, Soul and Jazz, the
Record Outlet has it all. (For-a- ll
you audiophiles out there, digital
records and direct to disc record-
ings are available).
Dance Company To Perform
The College of Wooster Dance
Company proudly presents Foot-
lights, a spring concert to be given
Friday, April 16 and . Saturday,
April 17.
Footlights includes 12 dances
which greatly range in style, en-
compassing jazz, modern, novelty,
and ballet The dances have been
choreographed by students in the
Company and dance instructors.
The concert will begin at 8:15
p.m. in Freedlander Theater. Tick-
ets are $2 and are available in the
Freedlander box office.
Seniors who have not had their
pictures taken for the yearbook
should have them taken, on Wednes-
day, April 21 in the Index office.
A sign-u- p sheet will be available
next Monday at the Lowry front
desk. Also, underclass pictures will
be taken in the Lowry front stair-
well Wednesday evening, April' 21
and all day Thursday, April 22.
1982 yearbooks will be on sale in
Lowry Center during lunch and
dinner on April 20 through April 22.
Last-- year's yearbooks are still
available in the Index office for $15.
founder, Nick Weber.
Full performances of the show
will include two narrated mime
fables: "Miles from Giles," in
which the blind strength of a brutal
.
giant is pitted against the wit of a
village shoemaker; and "Plough-sharing- ,"
wherein favorite pas- - ,
times allow monarchs reigning in
different countries to discover new
compatibility.
Scenery for this year's all new
edition is by John Baker and Don
Fehrenbach; costumes are by He-le- ne
Lose.
.
In the event of inclement weath-
er, the circus will be held in --
McGaw Chapel.
To buy albums, you must pick up
a form in the S.A.B. office, write
down your selectionsfind the cost
in the catalogues provided, and
total the cost. Next insert the
order form and a check or cash for
the exact amount in an envelope,
and drop the envelope' into a locked
box.
Null orders all the Lp.s on Thurs
day mornings, so as long as an
order is in by the Thursday of that
week, it will be ready by that
Friday afternoon. Notification by
that familiar pink slip signifies a
package is waiting in the Post
Office. . :
The Record Outlet is an S.A.B.
sponsored project, and any profits
made will be tunneled back into the
Student Activities Board. However,
the Record Outlet sells its albums
at cost, plus expenses, which leaves
little room for profit A large num-
ber of albums must be sold before
any money can be made, but that
doesn't concern Null. "We're not
here to benefit S.A.B. financially.
the Record Outlet is here to serve
the-Students- ."
Along with low prices, the Record
Outlet will offer "group specials"
every week. One week might be I
Genesis Week, another, perhaps
Rockpile: the possibilities are end
less.
Also, new releases will have spe
cials $5.80 is the estimate for an
album on special. -
'"This is a trial quarter for us. if
the students make it a worthwhile
project, it will certainly continue,"
states sophomore John Null. There
are many possibilities for expan-
sion into tapes and posters, but the
Outlet has to prove its worth to the ,
college community first -- .
Tuesday, April 13, 1982,' 8 p.m.
Severance Hall Lecture Am.(Chemistry Bide) --
MEETING and SEMINAR
SPEAKER: Dr. Donald Dean
Assoc. Prof.
Microbiology and Genetics,
Ohio State University
Topic: "Genetic Engineering of
Bacillus for applications
in Industry and
Agriculture."
Dr. Dean has been involved in devel-
oping recombinant DNA vector systems
in Bacillus Subtilis. These will be used in
developing strains for the Fermentation
Industry and in investigating the produc-
tion of natural insecticides bf Bacillus
Thurengiensis. -
THE,
PARTY
inr Coiloga Hill! SHOPShopping COM -
Sophomore
Wooster TV
BY KARIN HAUSCHUD --
To many students I.S. is a dirty
word, something to finish, and set
i aside. But for one Wooster student,
his independent study project may
become part of the school curricu-
lum.
Eric Johnston' I A(anne hi
own major, combining
tions and Political Science, and as
a sophomore is working on Commu-
nication 401 I.S. Though still in the
planning stages,' Johnston's project
is to "research the feasibility of a
student run television studio at
Wooster," a system -- that would
predominantly employ video tap-
ing.
.
. .
w a
currently we couege nas a aru--
Ain in Wichai Hall hut Jnhnstnn
tool that rtnt nnl 4c hft milnrnnt
outdated (it is W. black and white)
but that the program and ayailabil
ity to students is limited. ..w
' As Johnston sees it this form of
communication is not only the
"wave of the future" (there Is the
possibility that this system could be
hooked up to cable), but it would be
beneficial to the education process
Chemistry Dcpcrtacsl CWcra bocillncs
The College of Wooster Chemis-
try Department announced in Janu-
ary that two four-ye- ar scholarships
would be awarded to incoming
freshmen planning to major in
chemistry. The scholarships, made
possible by the Dow Chemical Com-
pany Foundation, are $5,00-0- per
year. and $1,000 per year endow-
ments.
On April 3, 13 students arrived on
campus as scholarship candidates. .
Each student had an interview and
took an hour and a half examina-
tion.
Section Membership Rises
Continued from Page 1
.
As a result of IJS.C.'s actions,
certain restrictions concerning aca-
demic performance have been put
on section pledges this year. Swe- -
gan sees this as a major change in
the functioning of sections. -
Swegan also attributes the rise to
. a greater, initiative taken by each
section to increase pledge
class sizes this year. Sections were
made aware of the overall trends of
decreasing section membership.
"They took that (data) seriously
and responded well," said Swegan.
He furthermore pointed out that
sections are apparently "much
healthier because they are larger
and more diverse." -
Swegan asserts that the reaction
of the no-secti-on campus commun-
ity is important to the rise or
decline of sections. He believes that
.Uv W U A m rWM AM HUM W WW
"more-one- n about the existence of
more receptive to the social needs
and desires on campus.
Swegan emphasized the fact that
his remarks last spring, though
reported correctly by the Voice,
were misinterpreted by the stu-
dents. "I never said that sections
should cease to exist; I said they
will cease to exist if the trends at
that time were to continue. There is
a difference," he stressed.
Asked about any recent changes
THE
Researches
Possibilities
here at Wooster
Johnston is no newcomer so tne
field of mass communication. For
the past year he has been an intern
of the executive department of
Cable TV in Somerville, Mass.
Johnston has been working for the
F.vwitnoas Video Service. video
taping legal despositions, lor four
years.
in addition, he has been em
nlnvd an intern at the Somer
ville Public Access station for the
past ten years.
Johnston's most recent accom
nlishment in this field was his
production, over Winter break, The
Front line which is an educational
documentary of the Cambridge sto-r-v
of tivil defense.
It is projects such as this thatjonnston wants to see miae avaua-bl- e
to Wooster students,
fin is- - television studio in the
future iof Wooster? Eric Johnston
hopes so, but the final decision will
be left up to tne administration.
after it views Jonnston s proposal.
Dr. CL. Borders, chairman of
the Chemistry Department, an
nounced on Wednesday the recipi-
ent of the $5,000 per year scholar--
snip is Kevin weeks of Nashville,
Tennessee.
isomers saia that "Kevin is an
alt around type person and a Fresh
man Scholar. He is also the son of
Professor Weeks, a former Politi
cal Science teacher at the College."
The recipient of the $1,000 per
year scholarship has yet to be
anounced.
in the amount of reported violence
or destruction of property . as a
result of increased section activity,
Swegan responded that neither has
been a major problem lately.
And what lies ahead for section
life at Wooster?. Swegan says that
there are no- - sections which face
immediate extinction. The future,
says Swegan, will depend on wheth-
er trends continue or reverse. .
Before 1913 National Fraternities
played a major part in social life at
Wooster. When they were abolished
local sections took their place.
Asked what he thought would hap-
pen if sections were someday to
become defunct, Swegan responded
by saying that "something else
would take their place." Social life
would change, and other . types of
groups would sponsor social events,
explained Swegan.
These events would probably not
be all-camp- us affairs, unless spon-
sored by student organizations such
as the Student Activities Board. ,
Opinions, concerning the import-
ance of section life on campus are
apparently changing for section
members, section pledges, inde-
pendent students, and perhaps
some administrators as welL The
fact that approximately 180 men
are joining the pool of section men
this spring will perhaps bring jbout
changes in the nature. of section
social life at Wooster.
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Movie Review
BY GRANT McCORKHILL'
This week the Student Activities
Board and the Film Committee are
showing Rollerball and Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington.
Rollerball will be shown on Fri-
day night at 7:00 and- - 9:3a in
Mateer Auditorium and Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington will be-show- n
Saturday, same times, same place. "
Released in 1975, Rollerball was
directed by Norman Jewison and
stars James , Caan, Maud Adams,
and John Houseman, (now famous
for --his Smith Barney, "they ,earn
it" commercials).
Rollerball is a story of life in the
21st century. Caan plays a-wo-rld
famous star in-t- he sport of roller-bal- l;
an exceptionally violent sport
in a society which has outlawed
violence. Society has evolved into a
group' of corporate states with
Houseman a one of the leaders.
Rollerball is more than an interest-
ing look at the future, it is a look at
what sports and corporations, two
increasingly dominant social .Insti-
tutions, could come to represent to
society. Rollerball was filmed in
London and Munich and is based on
the William Harrison story "Roller.
Ban Murders."
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington is
a Hollywod classic starring Jimmy
Stewart at his best Directed by
Frank Capra, it stars Jimmy Stew-
art, Jean Arthur, and Claude
Rains. ,
The movie portrays Stewart as a
newly elected Senator whose rock-soli-d,
idealistic beliefs force him
into a struggle with the rampant
corruption he finds in the -- U.S.
Senate. Released in 1939, the movie
gives a vivid picture of life and the .
political wheeling and dealing of
the late 1930's. "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington" is a mixture of come-
dy and drama that result in an
excellent film
GAD GOaOoc
BY STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
The SAB Concert Committee is
bringing two shows to Wooster thisQuarter. On April 26 Doc Severin- -
son and Xebron will appear on
campus and on May 15th Donnie- -
ins ana tne cruisers perform.
Both shows will be in McGaw
Chanel at 8:00 Dim.
Severinson, known best as the
bandleader on the Tonight Show,
has formed a iazz fusion --band to
allow, him artistic freedom- - from
the stringent restrictions of talk
show background 'music; Zebron
nas been touring the nation draw-
ing rave reviews throughout
Donnie Iris is a Beaver Falls,
Pennsylvania, native who first hit
the charts in the early seventies as
a member of the Jaggerz. They bad
a number one single called The
Rapper. After success alluded the
group. Iris quit show business and
worked in Pittsburgh steel . mills
until 1977 when he joined the band
Wild Cherry (who had their own
Dumber one hit "Pay That Funky
Music'' before Iris joined the
group). -
Unfortunately, Wild Cherry was
also destined for demise and dis-
solved in 1979. "
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Although wintry winds have recently-- criss-cross- ed Wooster'j placid
April campus, the formidable Kauke Hall, which hat weathered to
years of fickle weather, stands at reminder that spring is only
clock beats away. .. . trmttsoH .
':::r-:'-- '
At this time. Iris began a solo
career. Inflate 1979 he released a
single into the eighties, which was
a hit in Pittsburgh and Cleveland.
It also got him a recording con-
tract
In 1980, Iris released his first solo
album Back, to the Streets which
him a national hit Ah Leah,favextensive touring and a strong
follow-u- p L.P.. "King Cool" yielded
another hit single "Love Will Rock
You." .
" The appearance of these two
national acts marks the start of a
new era for concerts at Wooster,
with a new committee headed by
Ken Dixon is forming. For this
committee to fully serve this cam--,
pus, it needs as many students to.
become involved at all levels. It
needs people to offer input regard-
ing what grounds the campus"
would like to perform at Wooster.
It needs people to help promote and
prepare for concerts as well as day;;
of the show help.
If you are interested in being a
member of the Concert Committee,
please come -- to a meet Monday at
8:30 p.m. hi the S.A.B. office or
contact Ken Dixon at Box fC1501. ' "
Youll get about 20 -
more miles from every, tank,
of gas if you slow down
from 70 to 55 mph on the
highway. For a free booklet
with tnrrrt av wav trt
save, energy and money,
write "Energy," Box 62,
Oak Ridtre.TN 37830. :..
Vatc::crd --towes79ll
1 O.S. Department of Energy
Page
member
Gary Thompson. Director of Cater-
ing and Conferences at the College,
felt the Council should not be deal-
ing with the issue. "I do not think
we should be addressing this as
representatives of the City of Woos-
ter. I would rather see a measure
urging the people of Wooster to
express their views to their (U.S.)
representatives."
The meeting held in the Court
Room of the Municipal Building,
was obsserved by many concerned
0'-- :
Photo Br Eodmr a. iuihWooster City Councilman John Warner, a mathematics professor at
the College, co-sponso- red a resolution calling tor a freexe of nuclear
weapons with William Whitmore. Sereral Wootter students attended
last Monday's Council meeting where the Warner-Whitmo- re resolu-
tion was given unanimous approval. -
Wooster City Council
.
Approves Resolution
Urging Nuke Freeze
Continued from Page 1 -
Although the resolution did pass
unanimously. Council
students of the College, most of
whom are members of the Wes-
tminster Peacemakers, a -- group
which approached the Council in
February to lobby for the resolu-
tion.
"I want to commend the council
on its action. They obviously felt it
was germane to the City of Woo-
ster," stated Senior David Ward,
head of the Peacemakers.
According to Ward, 11 other city
councils in Ohio have passed reso-
lutions supporting the freeze. There
is some question as to how much
influence such a grassroots move-
ment can muster in the political
arena.
Student Juror Ueeded for
State-Wid-e Art Competition
The College of Wooster, with the aid of an Ohio
Arts Council grant, is sponsoring a state-wid- e "Sculp-
ture Outdoors" competition. Four finalists will be
chosen. They will each submit a proposal for a
temporary outdoor sculpture, to be placed on The
College of Wooster campus, near a major street. The
selection committee will consist of two members of The
College of Wooster Art Department, and invited outsidejuror, a college student and a member of the Wooster
community, college students and members of the
community who would like to be considered should
submit a short biographical sketch and a statement(about 200 words) explaining why they would like to
serve on the committee. ATI interested persons are
encouraged to apply. Selections will be made by the
Art Department faculty on the basis of submitted
statements.
Send statements to Thalia Gouma-Peterso- n, Art
Department, The College of Wooster, by April 19.
TUESDAY IS rAMUT MIOHT - AOUtTS SMS CHID 1M
WINMtn UST PtCTUU OV YIAB I tKMAtO HTM IN
chariotSoFFTrE
ATtDPO
TUf. StlS. 7t43. and 1tS
WtO-fW- . MAT. 111. 24J. MS
MAT. MATS ADULT 11 CHILD tM
WtO.-fK- l EYE. 7t4S end IttM
SOMD KIND
OF H?RO (t)
- TWU.IOH7 AT StM
NIGHTLY AT 7i3$ 4 ftM
COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
ONL Y $1.50 ON MONOA YSm
You must show your College i.D. ' - '
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Organizations Seek Help
In Anti-Nuk- e Programing
Students and educators through
out the United States are being
asked to Join in nauonwiae pro-grams on April 22 focusing on the
threat of nuclear war andSowing
e harmful economic effects of the
arms race.
. .
.
The Union of Concerned Scien-
tists (UCS) and United Campuses
to Prevent Nuclear War (UCAM)
are cosponsoring the April 22 Con-vocti- on
in conjunction with nation-
wide "Ground Zero Week" observ-
ances schedule from April 18-2-5.
Ground Zero is a nationally coordi-
nated campaign of local communi-
ty activities to prevent nuclear
war. Organizing, committees at
more than 180 colleges and univer-
sities in 42 states are planning
April 22 programs and UCSUCAM
is actively seeking support from
additional schools.
"The nation's campuses are es-
sential to informed public opinion.
There is an urgent need for those in
our colleges and universities to
direct their energies to the critical
problems of preventing nuclear an-
nihilation and mitigating the dire
economic consequences of the arms
race," commented UCS Chairman
Henry Kendall and UCAM Chair-
man Peter Stein in a joint state-
ment.
UCSUCAM will serve as the
University Day national resource
flnntA. nmiriritfiii oamntia crmnn
with an organizing packet aimed at k
maximizing cuuiuiuuuj-hiu- c
awareness of the April 22 Convoca- - r
national publicity for the event and
keep organizers advised of pro-
gram suggestions and activities on
other campuses through a weekly
W 91VbWPrnn interested in heroins to !
;
ffii?UnrtraiSa?iaes PMonfort David Ward and other students of the Westminster Pacemakers
UcfUCAM" attended last Monday's Wooster City Council meeting at city halL
nue NW, Suite 1101, Washington, Council gave unanimous approval to a resolution calling for a freeze
DC 20038; 202-296-5- 60. of nuclear armaments.
Custom
Picture Framing
Phone: 262-51-71
143 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, Oh?3
Peacemakers Attend Conference
BY AL CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS The Ohio Student
Christian Movement held a peace-
making conference April 2-- 3 in
Columbus, Ohio. It was planned by
junior Lisa Bove, who served as the
S.C.M. intern last quarter at the
College f Wooster.
The College of Wooster, Ohio
Wesleyan University, Franklin, and
Case Western Reserve were repre-
sented at the conference.
Some of the highlights of the
conference included an Introducto-
ry Bible Study, a film. War Without
Winners, and a discussion led by
David Ward about strategies for
organizing peacemaking groups on
campus.
Ward is a senior at the College of
Wooster and leader of the active
Westminster Peacemakers.
the final discussion dealt with
STUDENT CREDIT
Ever wish that while traveling, vacationing, or maybe just 1or
emergencies, you could have a national credit card?
Well, now YOU CAN obtain a Master Card or Visa while still In
school, no co-sign-er required.
.
. -
We have established a division to exclusively handle the credit needs
of college students ... freshmen, sophomores, ynlors, and seniors ...
so you can enjoy the conveniences of .credit NOW, and have your
- credit established for your professional life after graduation.
On a 3x5 card, print your name and complete address. (Enclose $2.00
for postage ana handling.) Send to: .
Creative Credit International ,
i . Collegiate Credit Division v
Suite 303 Penn Lincoln Bldg.
789 Penn Avenue .
Pittsburgh, PA 15&1
New Business. It was decided that
conference would oe lemauyeiy
scheduled to be held at either
O.W.U. or at wooster. ine repw
would be building on tne peace
"
making theme.
.
This was tne inira cuiuci-enc- e
held. The first was last May
and dealt with "wnat is s.-M- -f
and where are we going? Tne
seeond conference piannea oy
Grace Taylor of wooster was new
in Columbus October 23 and 24.
Students from seven colleges at
tended and addressea me issue m
hunger.
Historically, the United States
Christian Movement has included
progressive students, who because
of their faith, support Justice and
liberation struggles in this country
and abroad. Groups of S.C.M. have
existed in California, New York.
North Carolina New England, Ohio
and Pennsylvania. According to
Lisa Bove, "the Ohio S.C.M. is a
developing student alliance focused
on committed action to global con-
sciousness and improvement,"
The National Ecumenical Student
Conference held this past summer
in Berkley, California, helped light
the fire of S.C.M. Several students
from Wooster attended the confer-
ence a total of 12 from Ohio went
totheN.E.S.C.
There is not an official S.CM.
intern this quarter, but Lisa Bove
and Grace Taylor will continue to
oversee the Wooster program. They
will also be co-edito- rs of a new
Ohio S.CM. newsletter that win
reach about 100 campus ministers. -
The S.C.M. meeting Will be held
at Westminster House at 5:15 p.m.
today. There is a one dollar dona-
tion to help defray the cost of
dinner.
i
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iMF's Senior Economist Speaks
BY ROBIN WILSON
Hooke, a senior economist
ith the International Monetary
and (IMF), outlined the origin
id changing role of the fund for
i audience at Wednesday's convo--
ition.
Currently the IMF is a fund to
tiich 145 member countries pay a
bscnption and from which they
e able, to borrow money on a
mditiohal basis, depending on
eir economic status. Many prob
ins and . changes in the fund's
ucies have taken place smce it
as established in 1945.
Hooke began his-- observations by
tributing the establishment of the
IF to the Allies' fear-th- at there
Duld be an economic slump after
orld War II. Prior to this time
soke said, there had been an
larchy of exchange rates so that
untries traded under wnicnever
tes they wished. This led to high
hemployment and inflation rates.
id many countries were interest-- 1
in establishing policies which
ould alleviate these conditions by
andardizing exchange rates.
As an answer to this, the United
ates invited 44 countries to a
inference in New Hampshire in
dy 1944, where an agreement on
e establishment of an IMF was
ruck. The only country which
fused to Join the organization was
.S.S.R..Hooke said, partly be- -
iuse its leaders did not want to
--ovide required information about
e country's economy, ana be- -
tuse they were not willing to pay
percent in gold towards tneir
ibscription to the fund.
Those countries whicn did loin
icided that the IMF. would be
cated in the United States, the
untry with the largest quota or
onomic size, Hooke said. In addi--
n. a full-tim- e executive board
ould oversee the borrowing and
"ding procedures. The fund also
ould not use discriminatory lend--
g procedures.
"The first decade was a sad one
r the organization," Hooke ob--
rved. There were problems be--
reen Europe and the United
ates over whether the-i- M 's
Mending policy should be a' condi
tional one, won tne amount lenaea
depending upon the country's fiscal
and financial status ano its ex
change rate. The United States
favored conditional policies; Euro
pean countries did not.
"For example, Chile requested
funds, but inflation was high there
and the country had a large deficit.
Its policies were expansionary ,
Hooke said.
ttivn these 'conditions, some
countries, like the United States.
wondered whether Chile would oe
able to pay back its loan. They
favored a conditional policy which
would allow the IMF to place
requisites on Chile's financial con-
dition before giving the country j
loan. . . -
. European countries did not favor
such conditional loaning at first
But in 1968 smce oy tnen most
European nations were lenders in-
stead nf hnrmwpri : . the fund
revised its policy to favor condi--
uonaiity. --
During the second decade, from
the miri-195- 0i to the mid-1960- s.
Hooke said, the fund was a benefi
ciary of the worldwide growtn rate.
"Unemployment, inflation were de-
clining and so, then; were balance
of payment deficits," he recalled. :
Some changes in the fund's poli-
cies during this period were an
increase in the conditions placed on
hnrrnwine- - an extension of the time
during which money could be bor-
rowed and paid back, and the
institution of a financial faculty
whirh allowed borrowing countries
to receive funds immediately in
order to finance temporary snort-fa- ll
periods in the economy.
Also during the mid-1960-s, Hooke
said, the need developed for an
international currency.- - The United
States wanted an international as-
set, besides gold, in exchange for
dollars, he said. Special Drawing
Rights (SDRs) were set up to fulfill
this function. Allocation -- of nine
billion SDRs occurred between 1969
and 1972. at which time thev disaD--
peared and did not come back into
use until the late mus.
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Paul Rettew and Dan McKenty refused to be bothered by the ever-prese- nt
library noise.
LibraryCombats Annoying Noise
BY ANGELA ADAMS
Responding to an increase in
student complaints and avoidance
of the library as a study area, the
library staff has begun endorsing
new measures aimed at combatting
the ever-prese- nt and ever-annoyi- ng
noise problem.';
Michael Freeman, Director of
Library Sciences, is concerned that
students may not feel that the
library their tuition helps support is
adequately serving its purpose as a
research and study facility.. Conse-
quently, Freeman and his staff are
undertaking a "serious yet positive
approach' to abate noise distrac-
tions. . --
According to Freeman, "We as a
library want to encourage self-polici- ng
among the students,"
adding that he rarely sees students
at Wooster taking such initiative to
quiet fellow students. Yet, while
working as head of the reference
department at Dartmouth College,
Freeman remarks that he "has
seen this (self-policin- g system;
work."
Though each individual's enfor-cem- nt
of quiet through a-- self-regulat- ed
system would theoretical-
ly yield the most immediate and
overall success. Freeman and the
library staff are planning other
"passive means" to aid in overting
the noise situation.
Mm
Quiet signs, the rearranging of
furniture in trouble areas, and the
probability that the library will
receive at least some carpeting
constitute a few of the initial steps
that have been taken. Additionally,
Freeman indicated that he is very
open to other suggestions and
"original ideas." .
To initiate an increased aware
ness as to the library noise prob-
lem, the library staff has noticed
that the loudest times tend to be at
night, and disturbances caused by
students congregated on tne tnird(main) level, on the staircases
and leaning over the fourth level
balcony. As a reminder, Freeman
said, if a conversation does strike
up, there is a lounge on the second
level (near the AV center) and
Lowry is just across the street.
Freeman emphasizes that the
problem is not limited to certain
individuals or groups of people, but
rather that everyone contributes to
the . problem. "We an work and
study here," he noted, and if the
--students are serious about main
taining a' quiet library, "then we
will have some progress." '
BEAU. AVE.
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
o 1 0ct COPIES o
with ID
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Blood Wanted
Here's a chance' to get Old Man
Winter out of your system and save
a few Uvea to boot!
The Red Cross Bloodmobile win
be on campus Thursday, April 22,
at Westminster Church House from
11 a.m.--5 p.m.- - Sign ups for the
drive start April. 15 in Lowry Cen-- .
-
'tor.
We're looking for Just your type,
so HAVE A. HEART GIVE
BLOOD! . ' - :- - :
- This message brought to yon by
the members of Gable- - House. "
PLANNED PARENTHOOD, lo-
cated at 2680'i Cleveland Road In
Wooster, has low-co- st pregnancy
testing, counseling. Pap tests, and
birth control. Call 345-779- 8. r
The Soup and Bread Committee
would like to thank everyone who ,
supported soup and .bread this .
quarter-
-
We remind everyone who
signed up for soup and bread to be,
at Kittredge on Tuesday. If there
are not enough people who have.,
their cards burned, this quarter's
program wiU be in jeopardy. -
Fizlrjrcxzl- -
'
343 E OOWUAN St.
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
DROP INTO SEE US
SOON! .
CALL
264-G5- Q5
Registered Onto Tresel Agent
ON.-FR- I. 8:30-5:0-0
SAT. 10:00-3:0- 0
. UNHID
Mm
-
-- 1
1
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Judicial Board Reports
Continued from Page 5
arms. Fireworks, Fire Fighting Equip-
ment, of the code. One of the students
was also charged with Section IIL He
She was found guilty on all charges and
placed on Conduct Probation for the
remainder of Spring quarter and fined
of Sections I and III of the Preamble,
but no verdict was rendered on the other
charges. This student was placed on
Conduct Probation for the remainder of
Spring quarter.
6. A small house was charged' with
violating Sections I and II of the Pream-
ble and Sections IA, IIIA points 1 and
3, and IX, Self-Regulati- on of Residential
Units, Drugs, Privacy and Security, of
the Code for holding an uncontracted
open campus party. The house was'found guilty of all charges and placed on
Social Probation for Fall quarter, 1981.
No alcoholic beverages may be con-
sumed in the public rooms of the house
this quarter.
7. After a complaint of disruption on
the College golf course, 12 students were
charged with violating Section III of the
Preamble and Section IIIA point 2 of
the code. Two were found guilty of
violating Section in of the Preamble
and charged for damage done to one of
the greens. Five were found guilty of
Section IIIA point 2 e and 2d because
they admitted to drinking alcoholic bev-
erages on the golf course. These stu-
dents were fined $10 and placed on
Conduct Probation for the remainder of
Spring quarter. The other students were
found not guilty. '
It
8. Seven book theft cases were re
ferred to the Judicial Board by the
bookstore, and the students were
charged with violating Sections III of the
Preamble and Section VI of the Code. Of
the five eases heard by the judicial
Board, two students were found notl
guilty due to irregularities in the cases.
Three students were found guilty and
were fined $25. They also-- reimbursed
the bookstore and returned the book to
the original owner. The Deans heard two!
cases in which both students were found
guilty. One student was fined $25 and
reimbursed the bookstore. The other
student was not penalized due to exten-- f
mating circumstances, ine dooks wera
returned to the original owners.
. The Deans also heard three other!
eases. A student was charged with!
violating Sections II and III of the!
Preamble and Section IV of the Code
HeShe was found guilty of shootuud
fireworks out a dormitory window. The)
stuaent was placed on conduct Probation
tnrougn rail quarter, 1881 and fined $50.
10. Another student was susoended
from campus for a weekend in Fallquarter, 'placed on Conduct Probation!
this quarter, and required to reimburse
the amount of a forged check to another
student This student was found guilty of
violating Sections I and II of the Pream
ble and Section IV.
11. The final case heard by the Deans
involved two students who also!
tampered with a fire extinguisher. Each!
was fined $50 and placed on Conduct
Probation for Fall quarter. 1981.
All fines were paid to the Student
Emergency Loan Fund.
17a Vclccmo Student Accounts
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ANNOYED BY THE ENERGY CRUNCH ?furious about subsidies to. failing
automakers? enraged tbat we cant
SEEM TO BUILD AN EFFICIENT CAR?
Convocation
Continued from Page 9
Furthermore, in 1972. the United
States proposed that exchange
rates be fixed and measured
against objective indicators of a
country's economic status, Hooke
reported. Ultimately, member(countries were allowed to choose
any exchange rate system they
wished, except they could not base
Kheir currency on gold.
uver ioo member countries are
Kurrently tied to the dollar or the
French franc. This means that
rwhen the value of these two curren- -
Jcies increases, so does the currencybf the countries tied to itIn 1974. the fund also created new
Rending facilities in resoonse to the
demands of developing countries.
These aided a country which was
having balance of payment prob-
lems unrelated to its rate of spend-
ing. Moreover, loans were offered
to developing countries that could
be paid back in eight to 10 years.
In addition to these changes in
the IMF's role and oolicies. Hooke
paid more changes are being made.
GET INTO BUSINESS
Essentials of Business Administration
flDfrV June 21-Ju-ly 31
A six-we- ek certificate program
Now accepting applications from
women college seniors -
Write: EBA Director, Chatham College
Woodland Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15232
Call: 412441-820-0, extension 216
YOU'LL LOVE THE NEW IRA CAR! IT
RUNS' ON AMERICA'S MOST PLENTIFUL
ENERGY SOURCE ANGER!
CHATHAM
COLLEGE
JM'8o
ROCKVJ MTN.
HfcWS CPS
bampus Pspeifccglx Bestsellers
. The Covenant, by James A. Michener. (Fawcett, $4.95)
Epic novel of South African history: fiction.
2. The Simple Solution to RubBCs Cute, by James Q. Noun.(Bantam. $1.95) Puzzle solver.
3. The Cardinal Stow, by Andrew M. Greeley. (WarnerGels,
$3.95) The paths of two boys who grow to priesthood.
4. Brfdeshead Revisited, by Evelyn Waugh. (Little, Brown
$4.95) Companion to the PBS television series.
5. Garfield Bigger Than Ufa, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine,$4.95) Third book on the famous cartoon cat.
6. Theory Z, by William G. Ouchi. (Avon, $2.95)
How American business can meet the Japanese challenge.
7. Gorky Park, by Martin Cruz Smith. (Ballantine, $3.95)
The bestselling suspense thriller set in Moscow.
8. A Perfect Stranger, by Danielle Steel. (Dell. $3.50)
The latest romantic novel by Ma. Steel..
9. Never-Say-D-iet Book, by Richard Simmons. (Warner,
$7.95) Shaping up with the Hollywood TV star.
10. Goodbye, Joanetto, by Harold Robbins. (Pocket. $3.95)
From occupied France to international high fashion.
c New G Recommended 5
Expanded Universe, by Robert A. Heinlein. (Ace, $3.50)
A look at the mind of the most Influential sci--fi writer of all
time. :
The Thirties, by Edmund WHson. (Washington Square Press.$6.95) A volume of his diaries kept during this turbulentdecade. -- : -
Gorky Perk, by Martin Cruz Smith. (Ballantine. $3.95)The bestselttag suspense thriller set in Moscow.
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Sports
Men's Tennis Squad Starts Strong
- OIlMYfififtlAn
After traveling to Florida over
serine break and compiling a 4--4
record, the men's tennis team has
proceeded to win a pair of OAC
contests while dropping their most
recent match, against Ohio Wesley
. an, on Tuesday night
With only two seniors and onejunior on the squad, "young blood"b the new look on the Scots team.
Only - one upperclassman, senior
John Thomas, is in the top six
singles players. Numbers two.
through six consist of two sopho-
mores and three freshmen.
The Scots' first two OAC
matches, against Kenyon and
Mount Union, were both impressive
as and freshman Bob Savitt alter--
1m 44 a AA.4tM w4a4Imi ItnfK
scored straight victories while
playing at number one. Thomas,
who is playing with an injured
thigh, had to struggle to win a 5--7
ft --4 &. mitih at nnmhp tvrt
against llount
Sophomore John Iforlidge has
been steady at number three, win-
ning both his matches last week
handily. Tom Hetrick, another
sophomore, lost twice last week.
Freshman Gary Peterson won a
three set match against Kenyon,
but lost in straight sets versus
MUC. Sherwood Newell holds down
number six as a freshman, winning
Nyo's Guys Fifth
BX JAX WEST
In weather that would have in-
timidated Ted Turner and the crew
of Courageous, the young College of
Wooster Golf Team rallied an 18
hole total of 414 in the United States
Naval Academy Invitational off the
shores of Chesapeake Bay, Mary-
land.
Playing in freezing rain, gusting
winds, and blistery cold tempera
tares, the Scots, under the direction
of Coach Bob Nye, finished in a
fifth place tie with the Naval Acad-em- v
amidst a field of 24 teams.
It was a good showing consider-
ing that the field was comprised of
lion One and Division Two schools.
. The event was scheduled as a 88
hole affair, however the inclement
weather forced play to a halt after
11 holes on Saturday; . Play was
resumed on Sunday, the remaining
seven holes of the first round were
finished and the rules committee
then decided that conditions were
too poor to continue the tourna-
ment.
Coach Nye, eager to see how well
the Scots would respond to the
pressure of second round action,
was in favor of continuing the
event The other coaches, however,
voted that play be stopped after
two holes. '
Junior -- Tal Selby. a consistent
player for Coach Nye over the past
two years and team captain, card
twice last week, with the Kenyon
match going to three sets.
In doubles action, Savitt and
Iforlidge won against the Kenyon
number one team while the number
two and three teams; Steve Yan-kel-lo
and Jeff Baka (two) and Paul
Kozma and Peterson (three), lost
in straight sets.
Versus Mount Union, . Thomas
and Savitt won in straight sets at
number one doubles. Iforlidge and
Peterson took the loss at number
two, while Yankello and Hetrick
pulled out a three set victory at
third doubles. r
On the road against powerful
Ohio Wesley an University on Tues-
day, the Scots dropped their first
OAC match by an 8--1 score. The
loss drops Wooster's OAC record to
2-- 1 and overall record to 6--5.
Wesleyan is-rank- ed 16th national-
ly In Division III and showed the
Scots why as they won all --six
singles matches and two of three
doubles matches. N
The only Wooster victory came at
first doubles as Savitt and Thomas
remained undefeated in conference
play. Their 6--2, 2-- 6, 6--2 left them 3-- 0
in the OAC. -
The Scots travel to Muskingum
tomorrow to face the Muskies. On
Wednesday, the Scots take their
rackets on the road again as they
invade Baldwin-Wallac- e to tangle
with the Yellow Jackets.
In Golf Tournoy
ed a 79 and was awarded as the
fourth low medalist. Selby, a native
of Middletown, Ohio, said that "it
was Coach Nye's emphasis' on
strong play in any conditions"
which enabled him to play with the
concentration and discipline neces-
sary to shoot good numbers --in bad
weather. Selby's IS hole total was
followed by an 81, recorded by
Freshman Frank Yackley.
Bill Bingham, Scott Nye and Ed
Llghtner snot 82, 84 and 88, respec-
tively. ,
Although the weather forced the
team's scores up. Coach Nye was
pleased by the efforts of his young
linksters.
Nye, in a team meeting followed
the weekend event, expressed his
desire to see how the Scots will
respond to second and third round
pressures this weekend in the an-
nual Beckler Bates Wooster Invita-
tional, scheduled to be played at
the L.C. Boles Memorial and Woo-
ster Country Club Courses. : -
The veteran helmsman of both
the Soccer team and the Golf Team
appears- - eager to see how much of
the team's apparent potential will
be realised in the midst of colle-
giate competition in the coming
"Much hard work lies ahead and
more experience will hopefully lead
to more good performances this
spring," said Nye.
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Women's Tennis
Finishes Sixth
In GLCA Tourney
Scotties' tennis is off and swing-
ing this season. With three seniors
to add experience, three juniors to
add balance, and four underclass-wome- n
to add a touch of. pressure,
the women's tennis team is 1-- 0 in
dual matches and finished sixth in
a tough GLCA tournament
Paced by senior Ann Doan Esgar
and. junior Lynn Grosshandler, the
Scotties easily'disposed of Muskin-
gum, 7-- 2. The match was forced
inside after high winds collapsed
the wind screens and fence on the
northwest side of the Warren G.
Harding Memorial Courts. . Switch-
ing to eight game, professional sets
once at the Wooster Bacquet Club
didn't affect the Scotties at an. .
Esgar and Grosshandler both
posted easy 8--0 victories. Brooke
Bashore lost the only singles
match, 8--5, at first singles. Janine
Boocks (8-2-). KathrUttle (8-4- ),
and Lorraine Aten (8-1- ) won at
third, fourth, and sixth singles,
respectively.
In doubles action, Jani Order and
Bashore posted an 8--4 decision at
first doubles; Allison Parker and
Grosshandler triumphed at second
doubles, 8--8; while the-.thir- d dou-
bles team of Hope Shepard and
Jenny Keller dropped an 8--7 deci-
sion,
"I felt good about that first
match. The team was playing the
way they had been coaened to piay,
and they did not revert back to any
old, bad habits," said Coach Maria
Sexton.
"With five new members on the
team. I was worried, but they
responded welL The freshmen over
came ue jitters quite rapiouy ana
played very welL"
The Scotties traveled to Kalama
zoo, Michigan, to compete in the
GLCA tournament "The competi
tion was tougher than last year.
said Sexton. "The teams at the
tournament can play with anyone
in the country at the Division ui
level."
Ann Doan Esgar dominated the
snotlisht for the Wooster team in
the second sigles spot The first
round, Esgar defeated muary
Baekst of Oberlin 8--4. 8--6. and 74.
Backst had defeated Esgar three
times last season.
In the second round, Esgar faced
Nancy Iannelli of Kalamazoo. After
making several, quick adjustments
against the bigger, stronger Iannel-
li. Esgar railed to stretch the
match to three sets before losing:
44,8-8.4-- 7.
"We were very pleased with
Ann's play. She received numerous
compliments from all the coaches,"
said Sexton. "She showed that she
can play with anyone.'
Brooke Bashore and Lorraine
Aten also advanced to the second
round play at first and sixth sin-
gles, respectively. Bashore won in
the first round in straight sets: 8--4,
6-- 3. before losing 1-- 6, 8--6 in the
second flight Aten scored a big,
three set upset in the first round,
winning 6--7, 7-- 5.' and 7-- 6. She lost
her second round match 0--6, 0--6.
The remaining singles players
and all three doubles teams bowed
out in the first round.
The Scotties faced Division I
Kent State on Wednesday. They
begin a grueling schedule of
matches next week that includes:
Denison, Tuesday, home; Oberlin,
Thursday, away; and Ohio North-
ern, Saturday, away. -
Drippings of winter reside oa
Weather Hinders Women In GLCAY
BY KATHARINE L. BLOOD
The biggest competition for The
College of Wooster women's track
team was the weather in their
season opener at Denison at Satur-
day. Ohio Wesleyan won the seven
team GLCA meet with 174V points
while Kenyon (81), Albion (77),
Wooster (75), Oberlin (57), Denison
(48) and Earlham (14) followed.
"It was a good opportunity to
take a look at the team and see
what talent we have. The weather
was certainly a hindrance but we
performed well despite the condi-
tions," said coach Craig Penney.
The highlight of the meet came
when Charlene and Darlene Kemp
qualified for nationals in the 110
meter hurdles in their semi-fin- al
heats. Darlene went on to place
second in the finals with the time of
15.85. v .
Charlene and Darlene also placed
first and second in the long jump
leaping 171" and 16'8" with team-
mate Robin Mayo fourth with
16'7Vi The two Kemps combined
their efforts with Pam Willis and
Darlene Mitchell to place second in
the 400 meter relay. Robin Mayo
a r m
V
- ,.t- -
- .
- Thc St DU i tiw- -
this spring-boun- d vehicle. -
also grabbed a second with a time
of 12.8 in the 100 meter dash. v
In the middle distance events Sue
Roberts and Mandy Burr, placed
fifth and sixth in the K9 meter ran
while Amy Smith finished TJi in
the 100 meter run. The three
combined their talents with Katie
RImmI to tnwik a irhnal retard and
capture a fourth in the two mile
relay clocking 12:18. ' .
Carrie Bell and Lynette Sieey
both earned second places in the
field events. Bell threw 855" tn the
shot while Siegley hurled the discus
lino." "We did quite well tn the
neia evenii prauea twca rranzj. .
. Other point scorers were Heather
liurpny m ue an merer curua
who placed fourth and Elizabeth
Fltzelle who grabbed a sixth tn the
5)00 meter run. v
-
"It was an overall good experi
ence VT UCCUCU U1V CApcIMUiCV
because we have a young team. We
have long way to go but we have
the people, commented Penney. -- .
The women will travel to Baldwin--
Wallace Saturday to compete
against Alleghany, Case Western
Reserve, Baldwin-Wallac- e and Ed
tnburgh State.
'
..
v. .....
.
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Mtobi Shares Experiences
Of Life In South Africa
BY DIANNA TBOYEX
Sooth AMci'i apartheid regime
seemed only a distant issue first
-- brought sharply to the attention of
the Wooster community last spring
when Lynette Parker's editorials
appeared in the Voice.
Through the efforts of a small
group of concerned student!, the
issue continued receiving publicity,
most recently through activities of
the Student Organized Divestment
Coalition
Ifany students agreed that atro-
cious acts of racism occur in South
Africa as one quarter of the popula-
tion controls political and financial
institutions. Still few had a deep or
more personal understanding .of
South Africa's apartheid system.
Until Monday and Tuesday, that
is.
.
On Monday, Simpi Mtobi shared
his ideas and experience of living
under the South African regime
with about 100 students at a Lowry
Center pit stop.
On Tuesday he again spoke of
South Africa during a history class.
Mtobi's Wooster appearance was
sponsored by the American Com-
mittee on Africa.
Mtobi was earning an education
degree at Ngoye University in
South Africa when the Soweto up-
rising occurred. At Ngoye, he was
involved in liberation movements
and in 176 fled to Zambia where hejoined the African National Con-
gress (ANC). In 197S Mtobi was
assigned to be a member of the
United Nations Observer Mission.
Mtobi grew up in a ghetto where
"scrap cars" served as homes. In
these living conditions he learned,
he said, to hate the apartheid
system. He saw police unjustly
harass bis neighbors. And he said
he recalled street fights when
whites confronted black Africans.
"Sometimes we would do the
same thing to them and attack. The
system encouraged hatred," he
said.
a . ...Tn school Mtobi said he was
forced to repeat Standard Six
twice, not because he failed to
learn the material but because the
schools for the next level. Form
One, were over crowded, forcing
capaue students to oe neia back,
he explained.
"I was never satisfied with the
education I received under the
regime;" he said. "It makes you
really angry as you begin to under
stand tne causes of the problems;
you either sell out or Join the
struggle."
Mtobi said he and many other
black South Africans are struggling
against a system under which poli-
ticians discuss ways to continue
repressing the majority population
Instead of discussing means to
achieve obviously needed reforms
to Improve standards and condi-
tions of living.
Mtobi and other ANC members
are trying to persuade nations and
the South African regime to recog-
nize a Freedom Charter through
which a "more just society would
be established where black Afri-
cans could vote, gain employment,
be permitted to worship freely and
to receive an education," stated
Mtobi.
Mtobi addressed the issue that
many whites fear allowing black
Africans to gain political power
because they may retaliate for
years of oppression.
"A new government would take
stern action to encourage good
relations among the races," em-
phasized Mtobi. ."Persecuting
whites would not solve the problem
of racism or bring peace. You
should not use the former policies
of a racist as a teacher."
Mtobi described the argument
that the ANC is a pawn of commu-
nists because they receive weapons
from the Soviet Union as being
"nonsense." "
"The ANC was formed in 1912
before there was a Socialist coun-
try (as the Soviet Union) in the
world. It (ANC) was a product of
the people's experience, colonial-
ism. Our main aim is to solve the
problems caused by colonialism.
We are not controlled by commu-
nists," stressed Mtobi.
"Because we receive military aid
from the Soviets does not mean we
agree with their political ideology.
We get aid such as food and
clothing from the Netherlands, the
United States, -- too. Countries ean
supply aid without indoctrinating
the receiving nation with their po-
litical ideology," he explained. The
communist argument, is one that
oppressors hide behind to perpetu-
ate the status quo and continue
segregationist policies, he added.
Mtobi answered a question about
how black South Africans felt to-
ward the U.S. Since the Reagan
Administration, according to the
questioner, fails to discouarge
apartheid.
"Some young people hate the
United States and the Reagan Ad-
ministration," he said. "They are
aware that the VS. is supplying the
regime with guns that are killing
them, that - VS. companies are
refusing to withdraw from the
country. Whites are corrupted by
the interests of companies that
serve them."
Sympathy for a socialist system
is growing among youth because of
Reagan's policy toward South Afri-
ca. Mtobi stated.
Mtobi briefly discussed the eco-
nomic problems that would result if
a new government came into power
and would redistribute the wealth.
"Economics is the key issue sA
the day," he said, "and problems
of the economy cannot be solved in
one day. They take time." -
Simpi Mtobi is convinced, along
with other ANC members, that
"independence will be achieved
and is only a matter of time."
Campus interest In Japan Grows
BY GARTH KATNER
The Japanese Association of
Wooster (JAW) began last year as
an informal gathering of students,
faculty and townspeople who all
held a common interest in the
culture and language of Japan.
Under the guidance of Jim Luce,
its first coordinator, the JAW has
grown into a 40 member organiza-
tion that publishes a biweekly
newsletter, sponsors guest speakers
and promotes various Japanese re-
lated programs on the Wooster
campus.
Presently, the JAW is working in
cooperation with the Wsseda Pro-
gram. Founded in 1963 and headed
by Dr. Frank Miller, this program
enables Wooster students to attend
classes at the Waseda University in
Tokyo for a year. Also, the SICE
Program, a similar program spon-
sored by Earlham College, has
begun to accept the applications of
Wooster students.
Four: students from the JAW
have already applied to these pro-
grams. Ross Teasley and Robin
Heginbotham have been admitted
for consideration by the SICE Pro-
gram while Mary Kuwase and Jim
Glenn have applied to the Waseda
Program.
At the same time, an introducto
ry course in Japanese is being
sponsored by the JAW this quarter.
The course is taught by Mrs. Mary
Baird- - and Masaaki Kihara and is
aimed at presenting a solid back-
ground in the basics of the Japa-
nese language.
The new coordinator of the JAW,
Jamie Gleason, is obviously looking
forward to the months ahead. He
said that there has been "a lot
more interest than we first
thought"
Mihuta Awarded Grad Scholarship
BY BRIAN ROWLAND
In these times when the financial-
ly pressed student is more of a
reality than rarity, every penny
helps especially when the. aid is
in the form of merit and need-base- d
scholarship. Laura Mihuta, a
senior biology major, recently re-
ceived such an award.--
The Samual J. Forbes Scholar-
ship, which is worth $1,500. was
given to Mihuta by the Garden Club
of Ohio, and was one of only nine
such scholarships awarded in the
state.
Mihuta will use the award to help
make possible her graduate studies
in plant pathology at either Ohio
State University or the University
of Wisconsin, where she will pursue
a master's andor a doctoral de-
gree. After graduate school Mihuta
intends to put her training to use in
the field of crop disease manage
ment She would like to work with .
one of the many extension services
across the eountry.
The practical experience- - which
Mihuta has gained as a lab techni-
cian at a genetics laboratory in the
Plant Pathology Department at the
Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center will, no doubt,
assist her in accomplishing her
goals. Although the eight to ten
hours Mihuta spends each week at
the OAR DC keep her busy, she still
finds time to work with the College
Bins program, be an EKO and a
lab prep for one of the botany
classes on campus.
Mihuta is the first College of
Wooster student to receive the
Forbes Scholarship and will attend
a dinner later in the quarter at
which time the award will be offi--,
dally presented.
.
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tWO DOLLARS OFF
ANY LARGE PIZZA
One coupon per pizza
Expires 42482
Wooster's Quality Pizza
284-12234Jber- tyl.
atfoetofBeaffAv
TWO FREE 23 oz. COKES
with any large pizza .
' One coupon per pizza
': Expires 42482
Wooster's Quality Pizza
ffeeiofBeelA
Plecota Grande
13in. 15 in.
Plain ... . ........ ..... ...... 3.75 4X5
Peperoni . . : 4.45 5.45
Mushrooms.:. ........... 4X5 5X5
Mushroom & Sausage . . . . : . . . . . . 5.50 7X0
Peperoni & Sausage 5.50 7.00
Home Made Sausage 5X0 6.40
Peperoni & Mushrooms .............. 520 6.40
Peperoni & Green Peppers ....... . ,--2 5.20 6.40
Peperoni & Hot Peppers . 5.20 6.40
Peperoni, Mushrooms & Green Peppers . . 5.80 720
Sausage, Mushrooms & Green Peppers . . . C 5.80 720
' Peperoni. Sausage & Mushrooms . . ... -- . 5.80 "7.20 -
Super (Works) 6 Items . . ... . . . . ... ... 6.60 &20- -
ITALO'S SPECIAL ........... . . . 7.00 V 8X0
FOR DOUBLE OR EXTRA ITEMS, ADD . . 1.00. 1.20
All pur Pizzas are made from Aged Provolone Cheese.
They are cut in 8 slices unless you specify otherwise. '
Our sausage and sauces are cooked in our shop.
All our Prices are computed on an individual basis.
We do not add or deduct cost of additional items
- starting from Plain Cheese Pizza, x '
One Dollar Delivery Charge
Comfortable Dining Facilities
- WE SERVE BEER
